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CIW'TER I 
IJI'l'RODUCTIOH 
l. The Problea of the Thesis 
The problem of this thesia is the investigation of the nature of ~s­
ticism u it is represented in St. John of the Cross and in Raulakrishna. The 
problem llill be denloped in three stqe1. Firat there llill bE, presented a 
discuasion of ~sticiem according to St. John of the Cross, a sixteenth cen-
tury Christian ~stic from Spain. Folloving this, ~sticism llill be consi-
dered in the context of Ramakrishna, a nineteenth century Hindu ~stic. In 
the final chapter of the thesis ~1tici1a u such llill be analyzed direct:Q-
and presented as a philosophy of 11\YSticiem, The components of thil philoso-
phy are intended to be sufficientq co11prehenaiTe so that they will at lea1t 
account for the data from Chriltian &Dd Hindu 11\YBticism as these traditions 
are exemplified in the ~stici111 of botl! St. John and RU181crishna. 
2. Solll'ces 
The source material for this thesb is broad in scope. It can be divid-
ed into distinct classifications, The first 11110ng these is that material 
dealing directlT llith st. John of the Cross. The Spanish saint vas a proli-
fic writer. Students of his thought ud experience are indebted to the work 
of E. Allison Peers. He has translated The CO!Ifllete Works of Saint John of 
the Cross, using as the basis of hil work the earliest documents which were 
published by those interested in the Splllish ~stic. Other thm this impor-
tant collection of St. John's works, thi1 writer has onq hriefq appealed 
1 
2 
to co1111111ntaries which proTide material for discussion on the SJ•anish saint. 
The second classification of source material is that dealing with Sri 
Ruakriahna. For students of Hindu 11\TBticin this material is readily 
attainable. .ll.most entirely this writer has used The Gospel of Sri Rama-
krishna which is an English translation of the conversations of Ramakrishna 
with his disciples as recorded by Mahendranath Gupta, one of the "Master's" 
1 
moat beloved devotees. .ls an introduction to this work Swami Nikhilananda 
has written an introduction to the life of Sri Rmnakrishna in 11irl.ch an inter-
pretation of the saint's life is offered and Tarioua influences on his life 
are discussed at length. 
Third a110ng the clusificatiou of source material are general works 
on 11\TSticilllll as such. In this field the authors considered for the moat 
part are those contributing to the notion that 11\TSticiam is in reality a 
universal philosophical position distinct from a discussion of 11\TSticisa 
aillply as an aspect of a particular historical religious tradition. Among 
those whose work has been tempered by the above coudction are .Aldous Huxley 
in The Perennial Philos!?J?lv, Rudolph Otto in The Idea of the Hol.y, EYelyn 
Underhill in !trsticiSIR, and Friedrich von Hagel in The !Vstical Element of 
Relidon. 
The final two classifications of source material used for the writing 
of this theBia are the general areas of Christian and Hindu 11\TSticism. In 
both these religious traditions basic scriptural writings have been valuable 
as baclcgrollnd material. Otherwise inerpretative works on the JI\TStical 
1. Sri Ramakrishna, The Go!~Yl of Sri ~skrishna, trans. and. ed. by 
Swami li!Jrh:ll an&nda, {llework: Rn.;;;;;:iBhna-Vivekananda center, 1942), 
p. Tii. 
J 
element in each of these two religious traditions t.ava been cc1sultod. One 
of the chief exponents of the n;ystical element in Christiaai ty was Willian, 
Ralph Inge in Christicu.1 l}ysticis;u. In the Hindu tracliticn the work of S. Il. 
Dasgupta in Hindu J.Vsticism has teen of valaable assistail~c. 
3. Scope 
The scope of this thesis is catlined by the rr.ajcr prcblen,:l which D.':'e 
discussed throughout. The problematic approach taken in this consi:l.eraticn 
of n;ysticism deals in the main with two ba::;ic qu,;stions - the <;u.cstion of the 
sources and validity of n;ystical knowledge, and the questim c" tl:e ide<>. of 
the nature of reality derived in each case from the dc.;rc•o rf qysti~al know-
ledge which has been attained. In the chapters de<>line; "ith S';. John of the 
Cross and Ramakrishna this approach is concerned -..-ith the wa;;• ,, .. ap7'oa~h 
to reality, the n;ystical episteliiology, and the Jcystical report,. in thEOsc 
cases the metaphysics of n;ysticism. Other aspects of the thou,;ht of these 
two religious figures will not be directly considered unless tLey h.1ve a 
certain significant bearing on the probleHW noted abcve. 
In the final chapter, "What is ~sticisJ<c?", the discussion is :ontained 
by the data of the religious traditions of St. John and Rar.akrl.shna as well 
as the particular schools of thought they adhered to within their religious 
traditions. Also as noted above the scope will be deter:.J.;wcJ. ty the pr·::c-
lematic approach to th& subject. In this case as well a.s in tLe fc:cmcr chap-
ters this approach will be in the context of epistemological aaJ n.e·~aphysical 
inquiry. 
!1. The ]';ethcuclogy of the Thesis 
The liiethodolcgy of this thesis is manifest in the devslC'pi:.ent of tt.e 
argUinent which is carried forward along the lin<Os of t>ro t:>si: prctl:J .. s: 
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the question of knowledge and the fruits of this knowledge known in experience 
and expressed in a view of the nature of reality. Throughout, the argument in 
this thesis will follow the same general outline. It will be empirical; that is, 
on the basis of data of experience and of knowledge which is investigated will 
a theory of reality be formulated. In terms of both St. John of tne Cross and 
Ramakrishna the investigation will commence with a discussion of their respec-
tive theories of knowledge; in both cases it will conclude with a presentation 
of the metaphysical conclusions derived from these theories. Although no spec-
ific mystic will be considered in the final chapter, the methodology will be the 
same. 
CIW'TER II 
ST. JO!IJl OF THE CROSS 
l. Biographical Statement 
i. Outli1111 and Interpreta.tion of Life 
St. John of the Cross, whose flllil3 name was Jua.n de Yepes, was born at 
l 
Fontiveros, Spain, in the year 1542. .Althou.gh he was born into a family of 
high social and economic standing, his father, who married a. poor orphan 
girl, had brought the faaily to a state of minimal possessions. Thus early 
in life Juan de Yepes lear1111d the •lllliDc of sacrifice and povotrty". As an 
apprentice in a hoapita.l in Medina. del C11111p0, he earned hill living; it was 
there tha.t he decided to train for ~ Orders in the Roman Catholic Church. 
After attending the College of the Society of Jesus a.t Medina, he took the 
Carmelite habit at st. Anne's, 1. collftnt also located in Medina. 
Juan de Yepes receiTed his a.cad.emic training at the University of Sala-
manca where he took three years in the arts, and after receiving his priest's 
orders, 01111 year in theology. During this tiDe the young Friar met st. Ther-
esa of Jelllls, with wholll he was to have a long and spiritua.ll;r c>riented rela-
tionship. Under her direction Friar Jv.u took a. leading role in the reform 
of the Spanish Carmelite order. In pernal of this and other pastoral duties 
he traTeled, someti:ales under conditions of hardship and poTerty, over mnch 
1. Saint John of the Cross, !he lete Works of Saint John of the Cross 
trans. and ed. by E • .Allison Peers Weatlllinster, Maryland: The Hellllll.ll 
Press, 1935), Vol. l, p. xxv. 
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of the Spain of his d~, spreading effective reform throughout many houses 
in the order, There were, howeTer, those in the Roman Catholic Church who 
were opposed to the Carmelite ~eform moTement, and particular~ the effective 
work of Friar Juan within that movemem. Under their direction he was impri-
soned in Toledo for a period of niu months until he escaped into the sanc-
tuary of the Carmelite nuns in that city, From that time until his death 
on September 12, 1591, the small statured Friar, with an iuxhaustible supp~ 
of spiritual energy, worked in the Carmelite re.fC>rm movement in Baeza, Gran-
ada, Madrid, and III&JV' other Spanish relicious centers of the d;J3". 
The spiritual record of Friar Juan did not end its influence ai"ter his 
death. He received recocnition by the church in the following order: Jan-
uary 25, 1675, Beatified by Clement lJ December 26, 1726, Canonized by 
Benedict XIII, and August 24, 1926, declared Doctor of the Church UniTersal 
l by Pius XI. 
Certain comments can. be made at thia point which will serve to imerpret 
the life outlined above, and seco~ which will contribute to some extent 
to an understanding of the character of this significant relig5.ous figure, 
2 
The life of St. John of the Cross had a decide~ actiTEI chara<:ter. The 
portrait of this ref0l'lll8r is one of untiring energy and dedication to God, 
and to instraction into the manner of the spiritual life, On foot or perhaps 
with the aid of a donkey, he constant~ traveled, preaching the w~ of 
approach to God, and the fact of the reality of the spiritual world in the 
lives of men. 
l. Ibid., Vol. l, p. xxviii. 
2. Bede Frost, Saint John of the Cross (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 
1937), p. 6. 
7 
Yet this exhauative activity, which covered the majority of sixteenth 
century Spain, seeming~ had little releTant connection with a century known 
u one of the greatest eras in European history, During the forty-nine years 
of Friar Juan's life there occurred~ events which had far reaching in-
nuance on Christianity and the Church. .Among these developments was the 
breaking up of the Church. Although the RoiiUIIl Catholic Church remained vir-
tual~ dominant in southern Europe during this period, the Protestant revolt 
divided the Church throughout the r"•inder of the European continent and the 
British Isles. Besides these events of primary importance to the Church 
there were others including the Christian defeat of the Mllslim invasion at 
Lepanto, and the massacre of Hugueoots by Catholics on St. Bartholomew's Da;y 
1 
of 1569 in Navarre, France. 
Also apart frOIII activities of illlportance to the Christian scene in 
EUrope during the latter half of the sixteenth century were those in the con-
text of the emergence of nationalism. Spain drove the Moors from their last 
stronghold on the European continent. She thus secured for herself a position 
of national importance which reached its conclusion with the defeat of the 
Spanish Armada in 1588. Likewise was there an evident national spirit among 
the English, French, and Du.toh. English colonial expansion saw the enlarge-
ment of the empire under the protection of the •sea dogs" who were monumental 
in the naval defeat of Spain. The French, under the monarchy of Haury IV 
and the leadership of Richelieu and Mazarin, became pred0111inant on the Euro-
pean scem. 'l.'he Du.tch, having been freed from Spanish rule, sc>ught to 
expand their power and world infiunce under the efforts of the Du.toh East 
1. .!!&!!·' p. 1. 
8 
India Company •1 
It cannot reasonably be asswned that the Spanish Friar w.as unaware of 
these momentous activities which profoundly influenced the Ch,lrch and affected 
political and social currents in Europe. Friar Juan was not primarily inter-
ested in politics nor in social or political movements of the Church on the 
continent. His activity and thought found its fulfillment in a purely reli-
gious goal. Contemplation of God was the common denominator of his life. 
For the Spanish Friar this involved the active life process o.f being "cruci-
• fied with Christ; 11 secondly it entailed the theologiaal convi•:tion of the 
high majesty of God in comparison to which all creatures are as nothing. 
Activity in this sense is directed towards the realization of God's presence 
by all of his creatures. Contemplation includes activity as one of its indis-
pensible components. Friar Juan was active because he needed to find God 
and help others to do the same. This single-minded goal caus•3d his work to 
be unaffected by those social and political currents which we:~e dominant in 
his day. 
ii. Works and Their Characterization, 
St. John of the Cross did not intend to publish a systematic statement 
of his theological position. His religious role was that of pastor and 
reformer, and his writings were "in response to the insistent and repeated 
demands of his spiritual children. • 2 Not only do these works meet the speci-
fication for spiritual instruction, but U_ey also stand as a record of the 
1. Chester Penn Higby, History of Europe (1492-1815) (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin Compnay, 1927), p. 140. 
2. Saint John of the Cross, Op. Cit., VoJ, l, p. 218. 
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personal experience of the Saint himself. It is for these two reasons that 
they are of such great spiritual value. 
A list of works:' of St. John of the Cross would include the follovingt 
Ascent of MOunt Carmel (1578-1579 & 1582-1588) 
Dark Hijht of ih8 Soul (1578-1579 • 1582-1588) 
Spirifual Canticle (1$77-1578) 
Po8111S Li2 Flame of Love (1585) 
Cau ions (1$79) 
Counsels of a Religious for th' Attainment of Perfection2 
Spiritual Sentences !r Maxims 
Letters and lloC11118nts 
In this chapter on the IIITStical approach to reality in st. John of the 
Cross the major documentation for the iuvestigation into his thought and 
experience will come out of llbat are liDdoubtedl;r his four major works -
Ascent of MOunt Carmel, Dark Hight of the Soul, Spiritual Canticle, and 
LiTing Flame of Love. 
The first of these treatises was Ascent of MOunt Carmel. This was begun 
1. St. John's four major work8 - Ascent of MOunt Carmel, Dark Hight of 
the Soul, Spiritv.al Canticle, LiM f!ame of iove - are poems in their 
original form. Other poeiU of s7 o~ are no listed separately here 
because they do not, for the most part, represent an essential contri-
bution to the II!TStical approach to reality according to St. John. 
2. No acC1U'ate date can be ginn for the composition of CoUMels. It is 
thought that this document was written at Baeza to a novice in the 
charge of St. John. 
J, In the manner of st. John's religious instruction he was wont to create 
sentences and maxims to aid his charges in their pursuit of the experi-
ence of God. No accurate date could be affixed to IUIIf one of these 
statements. They range probably over his entire .teaching ':areer from 
l57o-l591. 
4. E. Allison Peers has translated in this set of St. John's works a selec-
tion of "Letters" and "SUnclry" Documents." They are of assorted char-
acter and content. Also no single date can be attached to them as a 
collection. They range over virtually all of St. John's a1:tive career. 
0. 
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at El Calvario in l$78 and completed at Granada between the years of 1582-
1588. In its original form this work of Saint John's is a poem of eight 
stanzas. The stanzas represent the stages along the mystic ~ "from the 
starting point of the begimler to the Ter'J' summit of perfection.•1 The ~ 
to perfection is graphicall,y described as a mountain - the "Mount of Per-
rection• - or Mount Carmel. Along the pathW19" up the mountain are the 
various hindrances which represent the difficulties or the ascent of the 
mystic wq. 
It is in the Saint's commentary on this poem that the basis for a 
philosophical discussion of the mystical approach to reality is provided. 
'!'his discussion is entertained in the context. of the dark nigh·~ of the soul 
wherein 1;he JQ"stic realizes his u1;1;er separai;ion from God. In terms of 
1;he "Moun-t; or PerfecUon"2 God is at the summi-t; while the mystic llho has 
not yet traveled along the ~ of approach is at i 1;s base. 
Dark Night of the Soul, although published as a separate treatise, is 
in reality a contillllaUon in the spiri1;ul thought of the !!.2.!~· In the 
.Ucant the purgation or 1;he comemplaUTe is considered in terms of the active 
nighi;s of the sense and the spirit, while in 1;he Dark Night the passive nights 
or the sense and spirit are an.al;rzed.. All 1;his is in the context of the dark 
nigh1;, llhich is a "series of purificaUons during which it (the soul) is 
valld.ng, as it vere, through a 1;1llllllll or impenetrable obscurity and from 
which it emerges to bask in the 1111J18hi.De of grace and to enjoy the Divine 
intimaey.•3 
1. Saint John or the Cross, .2P.• ill·• Vol. 1, p. xxxii. 
2. Ibid.' p. xxxii. 
J. l!E8,., P• 2. 
ll 
It was in thco darkness of the Toledo dungeon (1577-1578) ';hat .3t. John 
composed at least the substance of Spiritual CanticlE;. This treatise is, 
tc arurers of St. Joh;J., the "song cf songs." Applying H,e n:etaphor of 
the spouse and the bride, St. John outlines a seriEs cf di:i1_o;;ucs b;~><ec:t1 
'Jed and the sou1, 1 in which is Ir~nifest the entire sp:!_ritun_l \·:-[~~' fr(··ll~ the 
awakening to God's presence to spiritual union with his nat=c. 
Lastly among these; four major works 5.s LivLrg Flame of Love, wi:ich is 
the shcrtt.st of the treatises, bu.t which in cer~air. .....,.a~fs ::.s th·:. 1o~cst suLtle. 
Here the sal.n~ attempts descriptions of the still d-aepcr r;vster~_es of union 
cf the scul with God, and of the unitive life. Pa':'ticularly J~ . :r-cnb in this 
argu;o;ent are the considerations c-f the Holy Trinity and th0 st:.teme::t c<' 
spiritual kno>lledge -;-.nich results from the unitive experience. 
Certain further general characterizations of hie t<'orlcs care b~ clra·,m. 
At the University of Salamanca, where Friar Juan >·Tas trained in theology, 
ther.; was a strong influence in the direction cf Aristctelian-1'hc.o::!.:ltic 
philosophy. This influence is evident in the methodological clarity of the 
saint• s works, as well as in the metaphysical structure cf' his thought. Anc-
ther strong influence remains dominant throughout the er,tir.,t;r c f the atov"'-
!ilenticned works. This is the constant justificaticl cf ''v'stic<l states in 
dogmatic theology as manifested in the doctrines cf tJ:-,e Trlni t:;--, thn Crea-
tion, the Incarnation, and the Reder.1ption. AnJ. k·tLcr, this C.cgnatic thea-
logy is firrdy rccted and justified in Holy Scripture. 
2. The Way of Agcrzy-
i. The Auakening 
It is cf fundamental importance tc an understanding of St. John cf the 
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 1. 
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Cross to note the point at which he begins. This begin.nir,g, not to be con-
sidered in its relation tc- his life, is a matter of sKph&sis. In this case 
it may be characterized as an awakening to the wcy in 1o.T.ich U.s "Spouse" and 
the "Bride", ttat is, C}cd and the soul, will attain tc union, in whic;h wlion 
the soul will be elevated to a godly plane of life and l uwlerstandine;. 01.:.t 
of such a spiritual statE. of being the soul will tten be prepa:ced to mwlifest 
its union with God in life, aad to report its u.ndsrsk.nd::.ng of the natuno cf 
God in an intelligible n1an.ner. In this sense the tegirming is the awalrening 
to the nature of the way, which way will in ·~urn rcs1.:.lt in and dete!'lHinc tr,c 
repcrt of the attair.rnent of the end of that way. 
In the case of St. John cf the Cross the starting roint i:; cha:racterizel 
Ly the dynm11.ic separaticn cf the soul frora God, or tett~r rf :J:c.J fr:r~1 the 
scul. In this sens8 the "Divine Esoence" is hiciden frou. every 11.orta.l eye 
and froll! all understanding. 2 And the awakening of the wcy inc:Ludes tl:is 
realization. Tl:e soul sf.culd net persuade i tsclf tts.t it pcss~~ssc3 
l Gcd ..... , 
fo-:- there can be no reasonable aszurance of this. Car: any ncortal S<cW know 
i~ It be wort!"~ cf the gr;;;ce or hatred of God? 
In a certain sE..nse th:i.s at-;akening appsars as d ccnversicn - that is, a 
discovery of a supernaturd.1 rea.J.Jr., z. spiritual esssncc, i·;Lich ~1tQlld~:: in a. 
I, 
transcendent relation to all natural phenon£n& ... , 'ft"J'ithir .. this -:::cnversicrJ. 
sxperience there is an awa}~cuing net cnly tc ths trarlscendent c:piri tual reili;1, 
1. ~., p. 186. 
2. Ibid.' p. 31. 
3. Ibid.' p. ]2. 
4. ~., p. ]1 .. 
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but aJ.so to the way in which that other realm can be brought into the exper-
ience of that conscious being W:lo has been awakened, And this wa;r appears 
as a kind of path of spiritual knowledge or transformation, in which knowledge 
situation the subject is experiencing consciousness, and the object the Divine 
Essence of God.1 Because God is considered as transcendent, the path of know-
ledge, which is the wa;y of approach to God, is considered as a wa;r of agoey; 
the experiencer is forced to transform himself, and in the final anacysis 
to be transformed in the image of God, or the end of the wa;y, KnowJ.edge in 
this sense is realized in the progreasively intensive participa,tion of the 
subject in the object, to that point therein both become one ir• union, It 
is this aspect in St. John's thought which has raised much controversial 
speculation, Is St. John advocating literal union of the soul and God, or 
in its stead a kind of communion? Below this question will receive direct 
analysiB. 
Nov in the beginning of the wa;y there is a consciousness cf the absence 
of God on the part of the seeker. 
Far awa;y in the beginning, 
Dwelt the Word in God &at High, 2 
~n a real sense this conversion experience is empty, becanse in the know-
ledge situation which characterizes the conversion, the emphasis is on the 
absence of the object from the experience of the subject, In the main, there-
fore, the process of knowledge in the wa;y is a process of purification on 
the part of the subject, the seeker, so that in transformation he ~ attain 
unto the nature of that which is sought, 
l. Ibid,, P• 188. 
2. ~., Vol. II, p. xxxi, 
According to St. John the context of this purification is in terms of 
love in which the mutual attraction between the soul and God i.s most strong.1 
In this sense God is the Beloved and the soul the lover, and i.n the purgative 
the absence of the Beloved is a contioual sighing in the 
heart of the lover, because apart .from him she loves :naught, 
rests in naught, and finds relief in naught; whence a man 
will know by this if he have indeed love toward God - 2 
namely, if he be content with aught that is less than God. 
The practice of this principle in the context of love inevitably leads 
the seeker through the purgative life to an illuminative state called by st. 
John the "spiritual betrothal.n3 This illuminative condition of the soul 
is manifest in a degree of purification, which results to a corresponding de-
gree in the attai:nment of the spiritual life. Through the purificd.ion of 
the self, in memory, will and understanding, God has col'IIIIIUnicated to the 
soul in the context of love the strength to deey all that is rult in accordance 
with His nature. The soul, on the other band, has given his life to God 
without reservation. This communication between the seeker and that which 
is sought is known as contemplation. Contemplation is the watc:hword of this 
illuminative state. 4 In this sense, as has been argued above, it is composed 
of two indiapensible aspects, thought and life. Both are nece!Jsary for the 
attainment of progress along the ~ of approach. 
ii. The Asceiit.. 
Clearly the most significant aspect of the thought of st. John of the 
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 33. 
2. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 33. 
3. ~·· Vol. II, p. 320. 
4. Ibid., Vol. II, P• 321. 
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Cross tegins at this point. His two treatises, Ascent of }icunt C"-!'l>.2l and 
Dark Night of the Soul, the second of which wils ~.;.;-.fcc·~~;;:nately r;Ever cor::p:Ceted, 
mark a nu::..jcr contritliticn to the field of ll\{Sticisl11... Here th~ 1·~a;; cf app!"~a.ch 
is :marred D.~l~ at tii,~cs seemingly blccked by the =.;t!":~ctnc8s r-r ::p:.rituc..1 re-
quircJ,lents. At this point the nat~.J"o of the myst:..cal rep0rt :..s directly 
implied. The soul, awakr;ned to the way, is at the tase of the r"ountaiq God, 
with which tho soul aspires to union, is at the vcrJ tor. Cle Jrly :;. trallSC<;n-
douce theory is her0 pcstulattd. ~k.'d is over ar;.d aga:.nst ere atlcn.. Also 
implied in tht> figure of a mouutain is the; ilhport::u;ce r f tl:e :<o.;,· in the 
determination of the report wt..ich the rey-stic will give cf ths ,;cu~. cf the 
Wli..J'. In this sense the e;;:ten.t ar:d success cf the seeker alC'l ... b tL.c ·H~~ cf 
approach l-.1.11 in r~ality give ruearJ.ng to the report of tl~.::.t s::;~:'·~cr. 
Alcn,; the way of apprcach the ill".lndnative life has been dtaL1ed in 
that state cf the spirit which St. John calls "spirituc.l tct,-c':haL" 
the seeker mo.st enter iiJto a neu phase of the <T3.J'- ;chich is cha--acterized 
by darkness. D"-l"lmess in this sense refers tc .a reneued act o" pur,;;ation 
in which the seeker receives a final purification, All that i~; not God is 
denied, the ascent cf !·~ount ~J.!'mel is real, aa·~~ ~l:-: final state 0f -t.he way, 
ucion, is attained. 
The reality of d"-!'lmess is imminent to the seeker after Gc·d. Darkness 
:!.s a night which is ct.aracterized, like the a<rakeniLg tc the "'~, t;r separation. 
Gc·d, the Divine Essence, is separated from the unCerstanding of him vr.c has 
given hin;self tc the realization cf the nature of God. And sc all :l.s dark. 
1 
St, John discusses darkness in terms cf knowledge.- Spiritual know~-edge is 
1. Ibid., Vol. II, p. 321 
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the possession of the art of being transformed according to the nature of 
God. If the absence of God is a fact of experience in the seeker after God, 
then the path of knowle~e wherein the seeker realizes the nature of God is 
a path of denial and transformation along which the nature of the seeker 
harmonizes to a higher degree with the nature of God. This path of know-
ledge is manifest in darkness or spiritual ignorance until union, the exper-
ience of like nature with God, occurs. 
. 1 According to St. John this path of transformation is a path of ago:ey. 
It i8 not eu;r to transform oneself au:l in the final analysis to become trans-
formed in the image of that which by definition is hidden from the under-
standing. Darkness or night implies this agony; it must become progressive]Jr 
more intense until the entire personality" has been transformed. In a par-
allel sense so must the night become progressiTe]Jr more dark w1til the dark-
ness receives the light of the experience of union with God. 
According to st. John this night of the spirit has two separate and 
definable aspects. They are the active and passive nights. 2 The active 
night refers to two aspects of the personality, which if not silenced in 
darkness prove to be the outreach of the :self for that which ill not God. 
According]Jr this night is divided into the nights of the sense and the spirit. 
This first aspect of the dark night is considered in Ascent of Mount Carmel. 
In Dark Night of the Soul the second or passive night is coMidered. 
This night, like the first, is divided into the nights of sense and spirit.3 
At this point the basic distinction between these two nights becomes manifest, 
1. ~., Vol. II, P• 193. 
2. ~., Vol. I, p. 18. 
3. ~., Vol. I, p. 330. 
,...... 
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a.s well a.s a principle of dogmatic theology on which ttis division is t ascd. 
The theological principle is ". . . that by himself, and 1-d th the crdina...'j~ 
aid cf grace, 1r.an cannot attain to that degree of purgation which is essen-
tial to his transforaaticn in God," 1 }';an in this second cf' ni:hts needs 
God. According tc this principle the active night represents :·llan' s cwn ef-
fcrts to silence both his sense and his spirit to all that ; s ,:ot God; the 
passive night is the aid cf God in darkness to these Hhc by th<ci!" efforts 
are adequately prepare-d. 
The cause of the active night cf sense is the ccnscicus cffcrt on the 
part cf the seeker after union with God to deprive hin<Belf of the pleasure 
? 
of the senses and of the fulfillment of his desires towards ~rthing~ - that 
is, towards arv aspect cf creaUcn which is by definition less than God. 
As this is accomplished to a certain degree, darkr~ss, that is, lack of 
occupation in sensual pleasure, results. 
An immediate qualification is required, Wl'.y is it necessary for the 
soul to pass through the dark night of sense in order t!:at it may attain tc 
the end of the w1y of approach, or Wlion? The answer to this question is 
significant as later will be evident in the discussion of the mystic nport. 
It is based on the two-fcld idea that God must be one, and tha·: in an0r seck-
er after union with God singlemindedness, or that quality of m:Lnd or spirit 
in which all is suppressed in favor of one dcnd.nating idea, mu:lt prevail in 
accordance with the nature of God which is sought. Two contral'ies ~annat 
1 
exist in one person,- and what co1mnunicn can th.,rc be bet-.reen God, .~s Divine 
l. Ibid.' Vol. I, p. 316. 
2. Ibid.' Vd. I, p. 21. 
J. Ibid.' Vel. I, p. 24. 
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Essence, and the fulfillment of the senaual desire towards an aspect of God, 
or rather towards that Which is b7 definition less than God? Also these 
contraries would defY the 11111.tual affection and attachment in the context of 
Which, as mentioned above, the soul can 11111aningfully attain to m;rstical union. 
In this sense it is clear that the soul as seeker after union with God 
11111.st be free from sensual desire, howeTer slight it JUY be, A distinction 
IDilSt be drawn between natural desires, those basic to &l\1 conscious creature, 
and Toluntary deaires, those desires which result in mortal or Tenial sin. 
If there is to be a union at the end of the v~ of approach, then these 
desires, both natural and TOluntary, ast be completely silenced, 
Concerning the manner in which the actiTe night of sense is accomplished, 
St. John has certain counsels. These are 8'UIIIIII&rized and written on the 
Saint's graphic representation of Mount C&r!llel. The lines are as followat 
In order to arriTe at haTing pleasure in enrything, 
Desire to have pleasure in nothing. 
In o~der to arrive at possessing everything, 
Desire to possess nothing. 
In order to arrive at being eTerything, 
Desire to be ncthing. 
In order to arriTe at kncwing enrything, 
Desire to k1lov nothing. 
In order to arriTB at that wherein thou hast no pleasure, 
Thou mast go b7 a ~ wherein thou hast no pleasure. 
In order to arriTe at that which thou knovest not, 
Thou :amst go b7 a~ that thou knowest not. 
In order to arrive at that which thou possessest not, 
Thou mast go by a ~ that thou possessest not. 
In order to arrive at that whick thou are1not, Thou mast go through that which thou are not. 
The saint conolucl.es this section with the c0111111ent that such d.etachment results 
in profound quiet and repose. 2 
1. Ibid., Vol. I, P• 59. 
2. Ibid., Vol. I, P• 6o. 
r"' 
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The second aspect of the active night is the darkness of the ~pirit, 
which is a "stripping (a.uay) of all spiritual imperfections ar;d d<:;sires for 
the possession of spiritual things. nl At this point E:t. John seems to be using 
"spiritu.al things" to :;ignif'J natural faculties of the soul - that is the 
three major asj::ects of the personality - understanding, meJ::ory, and ~1.11. 
As these faculties of the soul ar<~ natural elernt:;nts of thJ rcrsonu:'city they 
are attuned to the nz.t-u.ral w--orld. H€rein lies the rwsaning r:!: tL(; ~t-:::-Li.-;c. lLi.J~lt. 
of ~~1e spi~it, fer t.h3 seek~r, if he is tc attain to unicn 1:-it:~ ~-I')J, must 
actively darken thesE natural asp-2~ts of his personality so th::tt they are 
only receptive to supernatural or Godly knowledge. 
The process of the active night of the spirit is in the r:c,in a p::-<'cess 
of the perfection of the three faculties of -~Lc soul. Ac~ording tc this the 
three theological virtues may be applied. These -.rirtues caus:o err,ptL-.<::cs in 
the faculties: faith in the understanding darkens the intellect, hope in the 
memory darkens thought towards all possessions, and charity i:~ the spirit 
causes emptiness in tho will and a sense of detachment f"!"clo a"ll affecticns 
2 
which are less than Gcd. 
Tr.is is a SUJ1Imary of what St. John refers to a.s the acti'r~ night of the 
spirit. By this darkening activity the seeker after God alcng the way of 
1 
agony attains to the 11p2"cximate means of ascending to unic:: wl tL Gcd. n~ 
This is faith as trust in God's providence, that is in Hi,s a_ttracting lcvc 
which >.1.11 incorporate the seeker who successfu.lly completes thi~ acti v,~ 
night of the spirit. In such darkness the natural faculties are d rest, 
and the personality awaits the grace of God. 
l. ~., Vol. T p. 6]. _, 
2. Ibid.' Vol. I, p. 80. 
]. Ibid.' Vol. I, p. 63. 
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Much 1110re .ubtle than the active Dight are the passive nights of sense 
and spirit, which st. John ~zes in Dark Hight of the Soul. The character 
of this night is passive, The agonizing actiTe purgations of the sense and 
spirit as described above have left the seeker purified outwardly. But now 
by the manner of contemplation the seeker mast passively await that night 
of both his sense and his spirit, after which he will attain to spiritual 
perfection, or union with God, 
According to st. John there are certain sigilli by which the passive night 
of the sense may be recognized. The first of these is the test of whether 
the soul finds an;r pleasure in an;rthing other than God - that is in arvthing 
created, A second sign cOIIIing out o:r the first is the test as to whether 
the seeker can an;r longer reflect upon the sphere of sense, ev•n if he en-
1 deaTOrs to do so. St. John s~s thet these tw signs of the paasiTe night 
of sense should be manifest in an evident passive contemplation. The seek-
er, gutwardJ.J" silenced by the active night, should assume a deomeanor of 
quietness, which might serve as a fitting spiritual reception for the final 
passive night of the spirit. 
•This dark night is an inflowing of the spirit of God int.o the soul."2 
Accordingly it is purged of ignorance and imperfection, as it expresses it-
self in kDOwledge and habit of life, In this, the darkest of the nights, 
the deepest a:Cflictions and torments are known in the completE• silence of 
the sensual, spiritual, and mental aspects of the personality o:r the seeker 
after union with God. 
1. Ibid,, Vol. I, P• .3SS. 
(""\. 2. Ibid., Vol, I, p • .381, 
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From this pOint of sileDCe a 8pU'k 18 born and a progression oCCIU"S. 
fhe spark i8 a eo~~plete pqchol9P-cal acceptance of darlmesa and a correa-
poadi.Dg dependence oa or fath ill God. fhe process ia the ascent troa dark-
••• of igDC:rance into tile spiritual lipt of the kaowledge of the nature 
l 
llld aeauing of God. Here st. John refers to a ladder, the for~~ of l.o'n, 
or that •taal force llhich aakea progress alollg the ~ of approach lll&ld.-
feat. fhia lad.d.er lau tea steps troa the ailea:e of the )!Ua:h•e J:liih1; of 
2 
spirit to the aaaia1l•Uon of the aoul iJato God. 
It ia interesting to here DOW that thia tipre of the ten stairs i8 
an articulation of ·the 11JV8tic ladder of Di'riDe l.o'n11 , llhich vu forJIIllatad 
3 
ia the traditiqa of Sa1Jrt Bernard and Saint 'l'hoJII48. J.t this point it is 
ollq •oeas1117 to c098nt on the tenth stair, for it ia here that the ~ ot 
approach reaches the state of 'IIDion. On the tenth stair the an3. ia vhol~ 
aaa1•ilated into God. 4 fhia aaeiailation is bT vbttue of the ilaBdiate 
rtsion ot God afforded to the soul, ud it is manifested in the 'IIDitiYe life 
vhich renl ta from thi8l rtsion. 
iii. fhe Goal. 
Prom the aakening vhich was the realisation of the absence of God's 
preaeuce, along the ~of approach, which was IIUIDitest ill the agonizing 
purification and ciarlaleaa 1!110881181'7 to ale11D88 the seeker of all that was 
DOt God, to union, '!;here haa been a aom:f.Dul goal. fhat was the atta1pment 
of the ~ieaae of 'IIDion wi'l;h God in tbe seeker after God. Resulting from 
l. 
2. 
). 
4. 
~·• Vol. I, p. 432. 
Ibid., Vol. I, P• 434. 
-
.!!!!!•, Vol. I, P• 43S. 
Ibid., Vol. I, P• W!J.. 
-
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this experience is the unitive life which in: itself is a report of the 
nature and meaning of that experience. 
But an immediate qualification is necessary at this point. What is the 
nature of said union, and how may it be described? The answer to these ques-
tions will be fundamentally important as they relate to the mystic report 
which inevitably follows such a transfiguration in~ love. Also the answers 
to these two questions will be a prime determining factor in aoy statement 
as to the nature of God which has now been realized in the unitive experience. 
In the first place union as indicated above is not the experience of the 
identity of the essence of the seeker and that which is sought. The soul 
is not absorbed into the nature of God. As noted in the former section St. 
John says that the soul is "wholly assimilated" into God. But according to 
his continued description it must be stated that this does not imp1y total 
absorption; St. John continues to qualify the state of union. It is a union 
of wills in love. 
There is a union of love, that it is true to say that 
the Beloved lives in the lover, and the lover in the 
Beloved; and such a manner of likeness does love make 
in the transformation of the two that are in love that 
it may br said that each is the other and that both 
are one. 
There appears to be a subtle conflict of terms at this point in St. 
John's argument. Union needs further explanation. Are the two statements 
of St. John's which describe union compatible? He has stated that the soul 
is "wholly assimilated" into God in the experience of union as the end of 
the mystic way of approach. Then he has stated that the experience of union 
is to be described in terms of a union of wills irJ love. If the soul were 
1. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 237. 
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whoLly assimilated into God then there would necessarily be nK>re than a 
union of wiLls unless St. John would argue that the soul is whoLly composed 
of will. It already has been concluded that this is not the ease, for in the 
discussion of the passive night of the spirit st. John refer~•d to the nece-
ssity of the silence of three aspects of the soul, namely understanding, 
memory, and wiLl. The argument here appears to justify the above stated 
conclusion of this writer that whoLly awsimilated cannot be ectuated with 
totaLly absorbed. 
St. John makes further qualification when he states that it is impos-
sible for the soul to have the capacity of God. This would on the one hand 
justify his conclusion that union be only a union of wiLls in love, but on 
the other hand it would be incompatible with the idea that the soul is whoLly 
assimUated into God. One wonders whether this confusion in the terms of 
st. John is explicable in terms of faulty logic or whether the forees of the 
Church, which were particularly strong in the Spain of his day, influenced 
his evident indecision on this point. 
No matter what the answer is to the above question, union remains a 
"union of wiLls in love." As a matter of participation and wiLled activity, the 
soul, the subject in the situation of spiritual knowledge made manifest in 
the awakening, is at one with God, the object. A metaphysical dualism remains 
as both the soul and God although united in wiLl remain essentiaLly separate 
and intact. It is not the explicit effort of the saint to explain this dualism. 
Only in terms of an implied theory of the nature of God does this point receive 
further consideration. 
3· The Theory of Emenations 
Nowhere in the works of st. John of the Cross does the nature of God 
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or reality u such receive direct consideration and a.naJ;rsis, Yet it can-
not be denied that a theory is implied in the language of those of his works 
which are in existence. To s_, this forces the consideration of at least 
two points. 
These points are concerned with the relationship in thought and exper-
ience between the yq of approach, in this cue the wq of agocy, and the 
mystic report. Is nch a report necessary? Surely it would not be necessary 
or accurate to insist that a theoretically oriented system be formulated with 
an acca.nt. of God as supreme spiritual reality in a focal point in the argu-
ment. Sllch a statement would necessarily asllllDie that a theory of God is 
possible. Also it would rest on the assumption that the only valid kind of 
report of the mystic experience is that of a theoretical nature. How can a 
theory of God be possible when by definition the 8 Divine Essence" is hidden 
from all understanding? Secondly, how can it be userted that a report is 
not manifest in the obvious tranafor~~ation which must have occurred in the 
active and passive nights of the sense and spirit of the seeker who would 
attain to the mystic goal? .l!v mortal being, having undergone such an experi-
ence, would most necessarily report said experience in one valid sense by the 
very fact of his continued life, which would be lived in terms of his trans-
formation. 
Further qualification needs to be made concerning the e~'riential rela-
tiouship between the 111q of agorv and the mystic report. st. John makes no 
effort to render a systematic account of the nature of God. Throughout 
the entire discussion noted in the former section the emphasis of the saint.' s 
Y!"iting has been from the point of view of explication and iustruction into 
the nature of the vq of approach to God, Yet this does not necessarily 
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implJ" that no view of reality" can be forllllll.ated in terms which will not be 
out of harmoey with the explicit co1111iderations of St. JoM. Indeed the 
nature of God provides a foundation for the entire discussion c>f the ~ to 
God. A systematic view of the nature of God or reality is determined, at 
least in part, by the nature of the wq of approach to God. 
A distinction is evident at this point between the nature of God u a 
basis for a discussion of the approach to God and ~e approach to God as the 
determining factor in the discusaion of the theory of God. It is clear that 
unless the existence of God wre a fact the approach to God wo\'lld be a 
meaningless delusion. In this sense the nature of God underlies the entire 
co1111ideration of the wq to God. But this dependence of the WilY upon the 
existence of God is not of basic importance to this entire argument. This 
chapter as well as the existing works of st. John are concerned with the 
11\YStical approach to God. The starting point is based on the absence of 
God's presence in the experience of the seeker. The knowledge situation 
imminent in this approach is described in terma of darkness - this in terms 
of spiritual ignorance, which ignorance oalT turns to knowledge according to 
the degree to which the seeker after God procresses along the ~ of approach. 
Thus .frc;m the point of view of experience and of knowledge the W8:3" determines 
the report. · If this were not the case the report, in whatever form it was 
given, would be based on the lack of experience of God and ignorance of God's 
nature. 
This argument rests on the buis of a :t'wldamental fact of experience and 
thought. In order to report God in theory one must know God in experience. 
To the degree that one's experience is in harmoey with God as aupreme spiri-
("\ tual reality" can that reality become the valid basis for a metaphysical state-
ment. If one's theory of God is detached entirelJ" .from the experience of the 
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theorist then it ma;y be accurate~ stated that the theory- derived Ullder 
these conditions, although it can be of interest and of influence in the 
fields of a;rstematic construction and anal,ysis, can 118Ter be of luting 
importance or contributory- influence to manta understanding of the real. 
Converse~ a theory of reality based on experience of the real will, to the 
degree of the validity of that experience, can be of corresponding contri-
bution to human understanding of reality-. 
This argument presupposes the contention that arv final llUld.er11tanding 
of God 11111.st be realized in a union of thought and experience. On the one 
hand God is ill8xplicable according to the disciplines of thought structure 
simp~ because explanation rests on the coordination of limited and definable 
tel"IIUI to which God u such hu no reference. On the other hand experience 
of God 11111.st al~s be subject to reuona'ble discipli118s, in order that this 
experience m;q be validated by certain critical tests. This presupposition 
will receive further consideration in the final chapter of this thesis. 
Farther objections might here be stated in opposition to the argument 
that the ~ of approach determines the report. It ma;y be sa:l.d that the 
w;q must be confirmed in being - that is in the existence of God. This ar-
gument can bar~ be denied. However, confirmation according to the being 
of God is meaningful according to the degree to which one has experienced 
God and hu a corresponding knowledge of his nature. This experience and 
knowledge is manifest along the ~ of approach. And the confirmation of 
the experience and knowledge results from the degree to which progress is 
known along this ~· 
According to the above argument it is valid to derive a theory of the 
real from the thought of st. John of the Cross, which almost entire~ is 
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directly concerned with the mystical way of approach to God. Basic to this 
theory is the transcendence of God. Even in the awakening it was the domi-
nantly evident presence that God is wholly other, and that the way to God is 
a way of agony. Because the way is traveled in darkness, in which darkness 
the absence of God is known, the seeker becomes increasingly aware of the 
fact of God's transcendence. And this is confirmed in the experience of 
union, in which the seeker has realized an entire transformatj_on. In no 
other way would the experience of union be meaningful, accordi.ng to St. John, 
except that the seeker has denied himself of all that is not in accordance 
with or that is less than God. In other words the seeker must transform 
himself in terms of that which is other and apart from all sensual and limited 
experience. In such a sense is God transcendent. 
At this point the character of the unitive life is once again relevant. 
This relevance is in terms of a paradox. · It is stated above that in union 
the soul is wholly assimilated into God, Now it is stated that God is trans-
aendent. This gives justification to the character of union, which was des-
cribed as a union of wills in love, while that character gives further support 
for the transcendence of God. It is impossible to experience nssential union 
with God, because God is basically transcendent in nature. 
A second point, basic to this theory of the real, is focused on the 
question as to whether God and reality are synonymous. In the discussions 
of St. John on the way of approach it is accurate to: insist tlmt the end of 
that way, God, is the ultimate principle in the nature of things, or reality. 
Although St. John does not directly consider this question, certain of his 
statements contribute to the issue. 1 God is "Infinite Being." The existence 
1. ~·• Vol. 1, p. 25. 
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of God is manifest in Being, the character of which excludes i;he existence 
of any other Being by the fact of its infinite nature. God iH without limi-
tation. 
On the basis of these statements there is implied an issue which is sig-
nificant in the question as to whether God and reality are s~lonymous. If 
God in Infinite Being can there be two Gods; is it not a self-~efeating des-
cription of reality to suggest that there are two or more reru.ities? How 
can two Infinite Beings relate? In this case neither being would be infinite 
because each would be limited by the existence of the other, or tru1t which 
was by definition beyond the bounds of the existence of each. Again there 
must be only one reality, as the ultimate principle in the nature of things, 
because if there were two realities so described then the ultimate principle 
in the nature of things could not by definition be ultimate. 
Therefore, in this sense God, as Infinite Being, and reality, as the 
ultimate principle in the nature of things, are synonymous. Out of this con-
1 
sideration st. John immediately refers to the "being of creation." But what 
is the import of this distinction between Infinite Being and the "being of 
creation" if the former is to be perfectly equated with reality? Is not st. 
John subjecting himself at this point to the justifiable charge of pantheism? 
In the order of his argument this charge will be evaluated below. 
The identity of God and reality and the necessity of God's oneness is 
further supported by St. John's insistence that the seeker of God along the way 
of approach darkens and silences all that is not in harmony with God. This 
same seeker must also endure both the active and passive nights of the sense 
and spirit as discussed above. In other words in comparison w:ith the Infinite 
1. Ibid., Vol. I, P• 26. 
Being of God the being of creation is as nothing. In both the world of 
sense and that of spirit a11 creation, that is a11 finite ent:tt:tes of matter 
and mind, must be darkened. Only the light of God must shine in the sou1 
of him that would attain to union. 
In this sense God as One is the supreme spiritual principle of meaning. 
When a11 else is silenced, when there is only faith in the evElr-real all-
inclusive spirit of God, then there is only God. God as One ts light; a11 
else is darkness. Only God is so all-inclusive in Being so a~; to be able to 
bring about such a transformation in silence in the seeker aft;er God. If 
this be interpreted as the principle of meaning, it further documents the 
argument for the identity of God and reality. 
The second principle to be derived from the evident contrast between 
the Being of God on the one hand and the being of creation on the other is 
the third point in this theory of reality which is implied in st. John's 
discussion of the way of approach to God. This point is focused in the mu-
tual relationship in the experience of the seeker after God between God and 
creation, or between the one and the many. 
According to st. John this two-fold mutual relationship is to be con-
sidered on the one hand in the context of the yearning of creation for the 
Infinite Being of God,1 and on the other hand the attraction felt in the Infinite 
2 
Being of God for union with creation. And this relationship is in effect St. 
John's impllcit rebuttal to any charge of pantheism. That God as Infinite Being 
and reality are synonymous does not negate the possibility of a further distinc-
tion within reality. That distinction is to be drawn in terms of dynamic aspects 
1. ~·• Vol. I 1 P• 24. 
2. Ibid., Vol. I, P• 396. 
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of reality, or in other words creative or dependent realities. In this sense 
to say that God as Infinite Being and reality are synonymous is not necessarily 
to suggest that the Infinite Being of God is fully identical ·;;ith every aspect 
of reality. That would negate not only the point from which :3t. John commenced, 
namely the transcendence of God1 but also the knowledge situa·;ion in the context 
of which the soul seeks union with God. The charge of panthe:;_sm cannot hold in 
the face of St. John's cle_ar distinction between the Infinite Being of God and 
the being of creation. Looking ahead st. John documents this distinction by 
way of his theory of creative emanations of God to all dependent realms of ere-
ation that are in reality less than God. Looking bacl< the distinction is im-
plicit in the seeker's experience of union with God1 in which experience the 
central character of both the Infinite Being of God and the being of creation 
remain separate and intact. 
As noted above there is in the Infinite Being of God a compelling force 
of attraction in the context of which the progress of the seek·~r along the 
way of approach to God is manifest. This attraction was partieularly noted 
in the second section of this chapter or in the discusssion of the passive 
night of the spirit. This night is manifest as an "inflowing of th~ spirit 
l 
of God into the soul," of that seeker of God who has been adequately prepared 
by the active and passive nights of sense and by the active ni€;ht of the spirit. 
As a result of this inflowing the soul makes its progression from the deepest 
darkness of night into the light of the experience of union. 
This inflowing of the spirit of God into the soul of the seeker after 
union with God is in reality the creative outpourings of a transcena.ent God to 
all dependent realms of creation that are less than God. In theological 
l. Ibid., Vol. I 1 P• 381. 
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terminology this phenomenon is described as the grace of God. In terms which 
refer to an earlier discussion these outpourings are conceiVE•d in terms of 
love. In this context love is manifested in emanations or the coming forth of 
God from the rest of his Infinite Being into the limited reaJm of creation. 
From the rest of the Infinite Being of God or reality emanations pour 
forth into certain realms of creation which have been discuss.ed in the previous 
section on the way of agpny. Fartheut 
of sense which must be silenced in the 
away from the Being of God is the realm 
1 
active and passive nights of sense. 
In the scheme of reality which is to be derived from implications out of the 
writings of st. John on the way of approach to God the realm of sense is con-
ceived as the second emanation from God. 
The first emanation is the realm of spirit. Like the rei!.m of sense, the 
spirit must be silenced both actively and passively in that s·~eker after God 
2 
who would attain to the experience of union. It is in the passive night of 
the spirit that the outpouring of God into creation is most ev·ident. For at 
this point the seeker, silenced completely in his sensual aspoct, and ac:bively 
in the spiritual aspect of his personality, is passive in his condition of 
darkness. It is only by the emanations from God that this silenced spirit is 
prepared to receive God' s grsce. 
A final aspect of this brief sketch of a theory of the real which is 
validly deduced from the above discussion of St. John is now imminent. This 
is the reverse side of the point just discussed. It is based on the fact that 
there is a constant yearning of creation for the Infinite Being of God. Accord-
ing to st. John this yearning is to be understood as a matter of knowledge. 
1· Ibid., Vol. I, p. 21. 
2. Ibid., Vol. I, P• 374. 
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In the preceding section knowledge was discussed in ternm of transforma-
tion in which the subject of the knowledge situation, the see};er, is trans-
formed in terms of the object, the transcendent God. In this sense knowledge 
is a kind of experiential participation of the seeker into that which is 
sought. As the seeker progresses along the way of approach towards the goal, 
the experience of union, he is participating to a progressively more intense 
degree into the Being of God, until at union he is at one with God in will. 
The yearning of the seeker for union with God considered as a matter of 
knowledge is at once the final point in this theory of the real drawn from the 
thought of St. John and the summary characterization of the whole of the way. 
Even from the awakening yearning for knowledge was evident. 'J:'he seeker was 
awakened to the reality of God's existence and to the way of knowledge along 
>ihich his yearning could be consunnnated in union. Although God is absent, 
love is real and attraction is present. Purgative trials are met; spiritual 
betrothal is attained. Yearning increases into the progressi·rcly intense 
blackness of the dark night, in which night seeker and sought,, although 
separate in experience, progress towards the realization of their oneness of 
wills in union. 
CHAPTER III 
RA!-:AKRISHNA 
1. Biographical statement 
i. Outline and Interpretation of Life 
Sri Ramakrishna was born in the small village of Ka.marpukur in the 
1 
Bengal region of Ir.dia on February 18, 18.36. Upon birth he was given the 
name or Gadadhar by his fami~, whose name was Chattopa~a, and whose 
class was the Brahmin or priesthood. Intelligence, precociousness, and sen-
sitivity were s&id to be the dominant characteristics of Gadadhar as a boy. 
When only six years of age he experienced the first of !llal'IY ecstasies. This 
experience was inspired by a wave of artistic feelings for nature and a pas-
sionate instinct for the beautiful.2 
Gadadhar•s early years were tremendousl,y infiusntial to his li.fe. tfuen 
he waa seven years old his father died. In the grief resulting from this loss 
the impermanence of physical life became a reality to h!m.3 A second of these 
infiusnces coming in his ear~ life was the recaption of the sacred thread 
of the Brahmin lineage which he received at the age of nine. 4 This cere-
moJV conferred upon him the privileges of the Brahmin class as well as 
1. Swami Nikhllananda, The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna (New Yorkt Rama-
krishna-Vivekananda Center, 1942) 1 p. J. 
2. Romain Rolland, The Life of Ramakrishna (Mqavatis Almora, Himalayas, 
1947), PP• 25-2 • 
3 • Nikhilananda 1 .Q.la. ill,. , p. 4. 
4. ~., P• 4. 
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giving hiM the opportunit,y for a life of wor~hip of Hindu gods, of medita-
tion on the r.ature of the real, and of instruction to others into the nature 
of the we:;r of approa-::h to reality. 
When ~adndhar wa.s sixteen he went to Calcutta, India, to leal'n the 
1 duties and fnnctions of the priestbood, At this time Hindu India was pas-
sing through a "period of decadence," 2 Under l'!uslim rule there was confusion 
and anarchy in both social and political orders. Conflicting religious 
traditions and ideas out of those traditions ca~ed further confusion in 
the ranks of th0 ~riesthood. Super:Jtitious rites and rituals, which for-
merly were :1nd.1.cnti-'B of true spirituality as formulated in the ancient 
Vedas, now becan;e i!l th·aw.selves the recognized essence of spirituality, 
Further confusion in thought was added via two sources,3 From Europe 
and most especially from the British Isles there was an infiux of empirical 
philosophical speculntion, To l!l8lV hungry native minds of the dey these 
speculatione uere particul!U 1y attract! ve. No longer was the suprema spiri-
tual reality of prima~ importance i~ the thought and experience of maQ1 
intelligent man, Knouledge was l'=ifest in nuctuating variations of sensa-
tion and ilnpression. Atheism and agnosticism were rall1lant• 
From Europe and Britain also came Christian missionaries who preached 
the "best of all religions." There was a compelling attractiveness to 
Christian1t,y1 the religion which offered the unique road to salvation through 
Christ, and the religion which also was accompanied ey wastern ideas and 
1. 
2, 
J, 
~ •• p. 6. 
~·· p. 7. 
Ibid,, P• 7. 
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technology. Y;ost important to the interests of this investigation was th"l 
tact that the preaching of Christia.'ll ty tended to reduce the sign11'1c!Uloe 
ot the ancient Indian scriptures in the minds of maey natiTe thinkers. 1 
One of the particular character traits of Gadadhar beco.'Ties relevant at 
this point in the argwnent. His thought and experience remained within the 
framework of native Indjan traditions. 2 To all this intellectual and spiri-
tual collfusion, produc~ed in the main by the i.nqlact of western ideology on 
Indian thought, Gacladhar paid little attention. Under the spoDBorship of 
a wealth;y widow the young priest 1<as sent to work and live at a newly con-
structed temple garden at Dakshines;,'"!ll' 1 a village not far from Calcutta. 
Here the priest, Sri Ramakrishna, was to spend his life in worship and con-
teJri!lation. Here the disciples and devotees would come to learn from their 
IIIUter. The contents oi' worship at this teltple were distinctly Hirrlu. The 
whole symbolic world was composed o:l.' a trinity of Hindu gods - the Nature 
l'·lother ( Kali) 1 the Absolu·t;e (Siva) , and the bridge of love spanning the two 
(Radhakanl;a) •3 
Ramakrishna began to master the duties of the priesthood. Spiritually 
he beclllllll more elll!leshed in the all-pervading spirit of the Mother Kall, who 
stood for the creative power of Sakti imeparable from the Absolute or Siva. 
•She is the highest symbol of all the forces of nature, the synthesis 
of their antinomies, the Ultimate Divine in the form of a Woman. She now 
became to Ramakrishna the only Reality, and t.he world became an WlSUbstant~ 
1. Ibid., p. 7. 
2. ~·· p. 47. 
0 3. Ibid., P• 9. 
0 ]6 
ahadow."l Because Ramakrishna had the personal qualltiee of paseionate intcn-
eity of emotion and sensitivity he gave of himself completely to his worship. 
Thill reiiUlted in frequent experiences of ecstatic intuition in which the form 
of the Divine l'.other was most real to him. 
During the year& Ramakrishna stayed at the temple garden at Dakshineswar. 
In harmoi\V' with Indian custom he married a child bride of five years of age. 
Her name was Sarada Devi, Being a woman she was to Ramakrishna a symbol of 
Kali or the personal God, the form of the Divine Reality or Siva, During 
Ramakrishna• s later years Sarada Devi became a respected and revered woman 
2 
whocwas known as the Holy Mother. 
Ramakrishna never studied for advanced degrees, nor wrote religio-phil-
oaophic treatises. His life and thought were summarized in the acts of medi-
tation and worship and instruction into the nature and meaning of the spiri-
tual life, To the little temple garden on the banks of the Holy River 
Gange& came mBI\V' pereons, Some, becoming ardent disciples, never left Rama-
krishna's presence. Others, being noted thinkers of the di\Y', cama to discuss 
topics of mutual interest with the Bengallan priest. Notably these visits 
of the scholars resulted in a two-fold influences Ramakrishna always wanted 
to learn from the people who confronted him, and those who did seemed to be 
profoundly influenced ~ the simple yet deep spiritual perception of the 
v111age priest, whose main body of teaching was the manner of hil!l life and 
the example of his undoubtedly valid spiritual experience. 
Near the end of Ramakrishna's life he became more and more consumed in 
the practice of spiritual experience or ecstasy, In April, 1885, his throat 
0 1. .!2!!!•• P• 13. 
2. Ibid., P• 17. 
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became inflamed. After diagnosis it was discovered that he was sufferinG 
from cancer. Prolonged conversation aimed at nothing else than the well-
being of his disciples and repeated periods of intensely religious exper-
ience left the teacher weakened and sick. Under medical care end the immea-
eurable love of his disciples Ramakrishna lived until Sunday morning, August 
1~, 1886. 
Narenda (his spiritual successor) took his feet on 
his lap and began to :r'ub them. Again and again the 
Master repeated to him, "Take care of these boys" 
(disciples). Then he asked to lie down. Three times 
in ringing tones he cried the name of Kali, his life's 
beloved, and lay back. At two minutes past one there 
was a low sound in his throat and he fell a little to 
one side. A thrill passed over his body. His hair 
stood on end. His eyes became fixed on ~he tip of 
his nose. Hie face was lighted with a smile. The final 
ecstasy began. It was Mahasamadhi, total absorption, 
from which his mind never returned.l 
ii. Religious and Philosophic Influences on his Thought and Experience. 
It has been stated above that the majority of Ramakrishna's life was 
spent in the cloistered atmosphere of a Hindu temple garden. In accordance 
with this life the religious and philosophic influences on his thought in 
the main came from outside sources. All visitors who csme to Dakshineswar 
were treated in equal fashion by· the Master. From each he sought to learn 
new lessons in thought and experience; to each he sought to convey the con-
viction of his belief in a Divine Reality. 
Ramakrishna was neither the author of a great system of thought, nor 
was he educated in the schooled sense. He was a simple village Brahmin who 
possessed great sensitivity in matters of the spirit. Because of his spir-
itual humility and because of the tremendous variety of influences which 
0 were made upon his life, it is difficult to place his thought into any one 
L. ~., P• 72. 
~ 
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philosophical syste."'l. In a real sense he was a product of those ideas which 
made an impact upon his thought and his experience; yet in another way this 
statement would be unfair. For the life and thought of this saint surely 
bear the product of his own individuality. 
In accordance with the above, the variation of ideas which influenced 
Ramakrishna is of particular importance in a discussion of his thought and 
experience. These influences are manifest mainly in certain philosophical 
systems and thought currents which held a significant position in nineteenth 
century Hindu India. 
One such influence was the philosophy of the Tantra.1 According to 
this the Ultimate Reality is Chit or Consciousness which is identical with 
being or bliss. In essence man - or any conscious aspect of creation - is 
identical with this reality. However, under the power of maya (illusion) 
2 he is ignorant of his true nature. He considers the apparent world of 
subject and object to be real; this is the cause of evil and suffering. D1 
this context the goal of spiritual discipline is the release from evil 
and suffering, which release is accomplished in true knowledge - that is, 
in the realization of the supreme identity between all conscious aspects of 
creation and Ultimate Reality. 
In the Tantra scriptures Divine Reality is not described entirely as 
a static entity. Baeically there are two principles: one active and one pas-
sive. 3 One is considered indispensible from the other. Siva, the Absolute, 
1. ~·· P• 20~ 
2. ~·· p. 20. 
3. ~·· p. 21. 
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is the passive principle; Sakti is the creative force in the universe. In 
the context of this force creation is manifest. According to the Tantra 
this creative power is symbolized by woman, which symbol takes tangible form 
in Kal.i, the Divine }!..other. 
A fundamental aspect of this philosophical position is the theory of 
knowledge which in !'eal.ity is the path bY which one ma;y gain release from 
evil and suffering. Herein lies a main focal point of difference between 
the Tantra and ether philosophical positions which influenced Ramakrishna. 
The theoretical tension between these schools at this particular point is 
of great significance 1n his thought. 
The ~ according to the Tantra has as its underlying purpose the rea-
lised identification of the aspirant with the Ultimate Real1ty.1 Because 
man has natural weaknesses, such as appetites and desires, and because these 
weaknesses are accepted in man, the path for him need not be one of stern 
negation. There is some positive content along the ~· The Tantra bids 
the upirant. enjoy material objects of the world yet at the same time dis-
2 
cover in them the "presence of reality.• Accordingly outward renunciation 
is not necessar,y. Identification with reality is to be realized according 
to certain disciplines which are graded to suit aspirants of all degrees 
of temperament and intensity. The aim of these is yoga - or union with 
consciousness. 
Another position in contrast to the Tantra, but o.f similar influence on 
the thought and experience of Ramakrishna is that of Vaishnavism. 3 According 
1. ~·· p. 22. 
2. ~·· p • 22. 
). Ibid., 
-
p. 22. 
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to this Indian school of philosoplr.f V!.shnu is the all-pernding Supreme God 
who has several incarnations including Ra:r.a and Krishna, 
One concept dominates this school - that is Bhakti. Bhakti n is intense 
lo~ of God, and of him alone,nl It is the cultivation of higher forms of 
love through which the mind is purified and the ecstasy of God-vision is 
realized, This God-vision is felt immediately. It is a process of know-
ledge wherein the aspirant 13 purified through love, But thill process of 
knowledge according to the Vaiehnavic position· is not to be confused with a 
process of logic or reason. . That Bhakti lllllllt transcend the human mental 
process is made clear by the very fact that wh:m pure it is reality - the 
all-pervading Sv.preme Ood. 
There are two stages of Bhakti, and three kinds of formal devotion 
through which the aspirant for the God-vision is elevated to a true lmowledge 
2 
of Vishnu. The first stage or level is a love of God "qualified by scrip-
tilral injunctions,n3 One must pass through three kinds of devotion before 
he mBi1 b€l elevated to the most comprehensive levol of Bhakti. The first 
kind of formal devotion is characterized by tamas - the quality of ioortia, 
This passive principle suggests dullness of spiritual sensitivity o~ of 
knowledge, The aspirant filled with this attitude of mind renects it in 
aueh mental attitudes as jealouay, anger, or arrogance. 
Secondly among the three kinds of devotion is rajas. Thill attitude 
of mind is characterized by the quality of activity or restlessness. It is 
an ~lied contrast to tamas. Those whose minds are immersed in rajas worship 
l. ~., P• 23. 
2. 12!a·• P• 23. 
3, Ibid,, P• 24, 
• 
God from a desire for fame or from some like worldly ambition, Lastly 
there is sattva or the quality of harmony which brings into accord both the 
quality c,f tamas and that of rajas, This harmoey of attitude manifests it-
self in friendship or single-minded love of God. 
After having passed through these three kinds of devotion the aspirant 
after a realization of Vishnu enters into the highest form of Divine love 
or Bhakti - that of prema, This is manifested in an uninterrupted inclina-
tion of the mind towards God which is the inner soul of all beings, This 
highest love exists potentially in all hearts. It is an end in itself, 
k< an aid to the aspirant after God Vaishnavism postulates a two-fold 
l 
conception of Vishnu. On the one hand Vishnu is hwnanized. He becomes 
the Supreme Person as distinguished from an intangible Absolute. In such a 
sense God, the Inner Being of every creature, is to be regarded as being 
manifest in all persons, 
Another philosophical sya'.;em was of great influence on the experience 
and thought of Ramakrishna, This was the Vedanta philosophy brought to 
2 ~ishna at Dakshineswar by a wandering monk named Totapuri. 
This ancient Hindu philosophical system designates the Ultimate Reality 
) 
as Brahman, also referred to as Satchidananda. Brahman is the only real 
existence, It is Erlstence - Knowledge - Bliss - Absolute. Other than 
Brahman all else is illusory.4 There is no description nor definition; no 
time nor spaoeJ no causality nor multiplicity'. In a strict sense Reality' is 
l. .!!2!!!·. p. 24. 
2 • 
.!2.!!!•' P• JO. 
J, .!!2!!!•, p. 26, 
4. .!2.!!!·. p. 26. 
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an absolutely unqualified monism apart from which there is nothing, 
Yet within the Existence of Brahman there is an inscrutable power kno'Wll 
l 
as ~a under the influence of which creation is manifest, Now the cate-
gories or reason are evident. The changeless undergoes change, Pain and 
pleasure, form and relationship become part of conscious experience, which 
experience is based on the duality of the subject-object relationship. All 
experience under this i:nfluence of maya is in reality illusory, Ignorance 
is the character of such experience. In this context - that framed in mul-
tiplioi~ - no real existence is evident, Accord!.~ to strict Vedantists 
even the concept of personality is in the final analysis illusory. 
ll'.an is born into the condition of 11U!liY'a• However, in reality his spirit 
is identical w.l.th Brahman. The realization of this identity !a true know-
ledge, in the possession of which knowledge is realized ineffable peace, 
Towards this realization there is a path of knowledge- or Jnana, 2 There 
is no more direct 1ley' of approach to reality. By a process of stern nega-
tion, formulated in terms of "nete, nate" (not this, not this) all that is 
3 
unreal is both negated and renounced, Thought, duality, 11U!liY'a - all are 
transcended, The relative ideas of pain and pleasure, and good and evil 
are annihilated in the face of the Absolute Brahman, 
The effects of such an experience on the mirxl are devastating. In this 
experience of total absorpt:!.on, or nirvikalpa samadhi, the conscious self is 
annihilated and absorbed into Brahman. All qu.allfied experience, all illusion 
l. Ibid. I P• 27. 
2. ~·• P• 28, 
J, Ibid,, P• 28, 
-
is goneJ only Brahman remains. 
Ramakrishna was profoundly influenced by this school of thought as it 
was directly presented and revealed to him by Totapuri. To cultivate the 
experience of nirvikalpa smnadhi was, however, the most difficult apiri tual 
task in Ramakrishna's experience, In order to do so he wu forced to withdraw 
his mind from all objects of the relative world including his beloved mother 
Kali, who was relegated to the relative and illusory world by virtue of the 
fact that she was the symbol of personality. But he was filled with her 
presence, According to Vedanta she was a hindrance in an effort of man to 
gain the experience of Brahman. Except for the dominating presence of the 
mother Kali the Bengalian could become free. 
When at last the spiritual destruction of the mother Kali was accom-
plished and Ramakrishna realized his ultimate identification with Brahman, 
the Absolute, a new lesson was evident to him, which became at once both his 
interpretation and contribution to the Vedanta system. At this point can 
also be seen certain influences brought upon Ramakrishna by the two philoso-
phical systems discussed above. 
1 
The relative world was in reality a manifestation of the Divine }!other. 
This was symbolized in the form of woman, which form was the symbol of per-
fection. Ms;ya on the other hand bec8ll'.e Brahman. Maya nov works in the 
2 
relative world in two distinct ~s. The first of these is characterized 
by Avidya:ma;ya which represents certain e;reated fo1•ces wch as sensuous 
desires, evil passions, and cruelty, In this context is the round of birth 
1. ~·• P• 3b. l 2, 12!!!·· p. 31 
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and death to be understood. Vid"•ama;.-a is the r.igher force of creation. 
While elevating ran to higher planes of consciousness this manifestation of 
maya in the relative world is displayed in spiritual virtues and enlighten-
ing qualities. These two aspects of ma~-a are the two forces of creation 
which in tu..""ll are the two powers of Kali. 
Beyond Kali is the featureless Absolute, even Brahman. The two aspects 
of maya or the relative world as noted above are in effect stages towards 
the realization of Brahman. All together they represent the particular and 
individual contribution of Ramakrisrna to Vedantic thought. 
Of the many and various influences which contributed to the thought 
and experience of Ramakrishna none was more important than the influence of 
"the builders of unity" in nineteenth century Hindu India.1 The original 
movement, known as the Brahno Samaj was started by Raja Rammohan Roy, a 
Hindu priest who found tremendous validity .and worth in other religions, 
particularly in Christianity and Islam, but who always returned to the ancient 
Hindu scriptures for his individual inspiration. The movement that J·.e 
started sought to find truth in an) known tradition. It "· •• was dedicated 
to the worship and adoration of the Eternal, the Unsearchable, the Immutable 
Being, who is the Author and Preserver of the Universe." 2 
The organizational ability of Devendranath Tagore, father of the poet 
Rabindranath, brought this movement into prominence. Under his influence the 
Brahmo Samaj professed one Self-existent Supreme Being who 
had created the universe out of nothing, the God of Truth, 
Infinite Wisdom, Goodness and Power, the Eternal and Omni-
potent, the One without a Second. Man should love Him 
and do His will, believe in Him and worship Him, and thus 
1. Rolland, .21!· ill•, P• 91. 
2. NikUlananda, 2£• £!:!:•• p. 40. 
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merit salvation in the world to come.1 
Keshab Chandra Sen succeeded Devendranath Tagore as leader of the Brahmo 
Samaj. Under his influence certain Western Christian ideas were introduced 
to the Indian ~ovement. Among these were the uniqueness of Christ as saviour 
and the inspirational writings of St. Paul. Keshab began to preach the har-
mony of religions. In this context truth could be found in any of the major 
religious traditions. This he called God's newly revealed law or the Ne1.r 
Dispensation. In certain areas ol India Keshab's ideas brought a great in-
flux of western culture upon Indian custom. 
2 In opposition to the Brahmo Sa~aj came the Arya Ssmaj. According to 
this mov~~ent the Bra~~o was essentially a compromise with European culture. 
It, therefore, tacitly admitted western superiority. The Arya Samaj was 
dedicated to the opposition of all ideas foreign to traditional Indian 
thought and practice. Accordingly the Vedas were the ultimate authority in 
religion. Other religions, particularly Christianity and Islam, were re-
jected. 
OUt of this discussion came Ramakrishna whose individual thought appears 
as a curious combination of the above two positions. On the one hand he 
preached the harmony. of all religions, 3 This has become known as at least 
one important aspect of the Ramakrishna mission. "All religions are true 
in their essence and i.n the sincere faith of their believers. n4 Ramakrishna 
favored unity of all aspects of God regardless of tradition or any other 
1. ~-· P• 41. 
2. ~-· p. 42. 
3. ~-· p. 34 •. 
4. Rolland, .Qf• £!~·• p. 189. 
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particular relative barrierc. Ile ><ould have endorsed with enthusiaSill the pro-
fession of the dedication o.f the BralCJTio. 
But on the other !:and Ramakrishna was not contrary to the spirit o.f the 
1 Arya Sa'!laj. In every aspect of t.'lis thought, experience, or imstruction 
Ramakrishna remained thoroughly IndiM. rlestern ideology, or non-Hindu 
terminology, was foreign to his ttought or utterances. Although certain 
valid experiences were knoo.'U by him in the context of other religious trad-
itions, it car~ot be denied that in every sense the final and complete mean-
ing of his experience was .felt under the shadow of the mother Kali in the 
temple garden at Dakshineswar. 
The philosophy of the Tantra, the system of Vaishnavism, Vedanta, and 
the movement towards religious ~~ity stand as four Lmportant religio-philo-
sophie influ~~ces on the life of ~~~rishna. Surely other influences on 
his thought and experience could be cited at this point. But it is the opi-
nion of this writer that in the the0retical tension between these various 
positions are summarized the vital issues which serve as a background on the 
one hand and all an introduction on the other to Rama.'<rishna 1 s thought. 
2. The lvay of Realization 
For Ramakrishna thought and experience are basically identical. No 
system of thought is of any significant importance or relevance unless the 
experience of the thinker is .in harmony with the essence and meaning of that 
system. In order to know and to understand reality, both in the cosmological 
sense and in the order of being, one must have first had an experience of 
that reality. The degree of the real which one has harmoniously incorporated 
1. N1khilananda, .QE• ill• 1 P• .39. 
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into his experience is the precise degree to which he has a knowledge of the 
real. 
Now out of this statement comes at least one relevant implication, 1r:-.1ch 
if analyzed will contribute to an increased understanding of Ramakrishna. 
For him the structure of the real is deter!llined by the experience o:f the 
1 
real. In terms of the way of approach to reality a.~d the report of reality, 
in whatever form this report may be presented, the latter is determined by 
the former, 
In a significant sense this qyn~~c relationship between thought and 
experience contributes to a particular relationship between philosophy and 
religion, If philosophy may accurately be described as the attempt to for-
mulate a rationally constituted ~stem of reality in which no element of 
experience is unaccounted for, and if religion be contained in its broadest 
sense in the mutual striving between God (reality) and man (that is, less 
than the real) to realize their identification, then in the manner stated 
above the inner side of philosophy becomes a religion. Thought about real-
. .,. 
ity becomes inextricably mixed with the effort to experience that reality. 
Indeed without any experience of the real, thought o:f the real is without 
meaning, On the other hand the experience of the real rationally constituted 
becomes a philosophy of the real. 
With this in mind the consideration or the way or approach according 
to Ramakrishna is characterized, It is manifested in certain ~stems of 
thought which have been formulated according to certain levels of experience. 
A progression is seen in both instances from the lowest to the highest -
that is, from the lack of accurate knowledge of the real to an absolute 
1. Ibid,, P• 39 • 
-
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knowledge known in ~~ experiential idedtification with reality. 
1. Dvaita - Dualism. 
According to RaJI11.l.krishna th•.l plane of ignorance is that 'Which rnay be 
called Dvaita or Dualiam.1 This sta.te of inadequa'o;e knowledge is that con-
dition of man in which he lives and e:qJeriences entirely within the context 
of multiplicit-.r a.'l<l relat.iomhip. There is no single principle of rnea.~ing 
in harmony with which he orders his life, no principle, theoretical or exper-
iential in nature, which is his goal to understand or to serve, 
This state of dualism find6 its natural opposition in two other systems 
of thought. Together with qualified non-dualism and absolute non-dualism, 
dualilllll stands as one of the three great metaphysical systems of thought. 2 
In each the identity of thought and experience as discussed above is essen-
tialJ towards the end of each there is a way of approach, at the conclusion 
of which reality, of a nature deocribed in any one of the three s,ystems, or 
aey- particular combination of ruzy- parts of the three, is manifested in and 
through the life of hil'l that is prep!lred to live in harmorv with his reali-
zation. 
According to Ramakrishna these three metaphysical systems represent 
three stages in man's progress towards Ultimate Reality, 3 In this seru1e 
these systems are not contradict<-ry to one another. Rather they are mutu-
ally complementary and represent in the final ~sis a progression of k~ 
ledge. io•· the progress towards reality is in one important senae a matter 
of knowledge, In other words dualism represents the level of ignorance; 
1. Rolland, 21!.• ill•, p. 190. 
..:1 2. Nikhilananda, 21!.· ill·· p. 39. 
3. Ibid., P• 39. 
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quallfied non-dual1n represents an intermediacy level ot lalowledge, whUe 
absolute DOn-duallsm s1enifies enlightexeent ar complete lalowledse. Because 
thoUsbt and experience must be i&mtical in true knowledge these three 1179tems 
staDd as a caqprehensive tbeor, of knowledee 1D which the seeker after enlight-
eaaent partic1,pates to a progressively more intense degree 1D tbe contents 
ot his thwght. Where tho>.Jght and experience U111te 1'1lalit7 1B III&D1fest in 
tne lalowledge. 
1 
Ramakrishna characterizes the state of Dvaita as one of attaclneut. 
In tbe main these attachments are to objects of the senses which to lt!lmakrishua 
are aurmarized in the two words "'\IQ!llan and go1d."2 On the one band WaDall 
represents oensilal attacb!:lents of pleasure, luot and the 11ke. on the otmr 
baDd gold represents worJ.dl7 achievements and status, and 1D particular a 
seue ot dependence ~on ecollCillic canforts. 
Ac~ this level of kno1Jlellge is characterized e.G iporance 1 or 
that l1fe ot thougbt and experience lived apart 1'r<D God-consciousness. God• 
CODBCiouSDess 1D this sense represents that sup%8111e pr1Dc1pl.e ar 'I.ID1i'71ns 
factor, which 1f present 1n the condition of Dvaita would incorporate some 
aense ot unit7 amid oonstantl7 fluctw.~tiDs att-aameuts. Also the Ute of e.n 
1gDarant or warldl.y man is declared to be ~rtt1cal.3 It cannot be gld.le-
lesa. Although man professes to love God he coastantl7 1s attracted to 
1101'~ obJects. UII4er INCh c1l'cllnstancea man does DOt Sive God even e. ve17 
llllll!lll part ot tbe love he feels for "WOIII!m and gold." 
lo 
2. 
3· 
At this point the significSDCe and meen1ng of :D'Vaita becomes clear. 
~., P• 200. 
Ibid., P• 327 • 
-
Ibid.' p. l!ol. 
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Things, lives, and minds exi.9t separately .f'ror1 Ultimate Reality. In a 
matter of speakill& Reality underlies all phenomena which are conceived and 
experienced within an ever changing pattern of multiplicity and relation~hip. 
Basic attractions do not find their rest and fulfillment outside the context 
ot "woman and gold.•1 According to this the aspirant af'ter true knowledge 
lives in the context of worldliness, enjoyment, and the fulfillment of desire. 
He is deviated from the path of yoga by his wish for pleasures; in this 
sense true knowledge, found in an experience of Reality, and ignorance, 
found in experiences lived entirely within multiplicity and relationship, 
are separate. This is Dvaita. 
A significant aspect of this state of knowledge, which represents the 
first stage of the ~ of approach to Reality, is the way along which man 
can rise out of ignorance. Here in a forceful sense is manifested the 
2 
essence of the Ramakrishna mission. Ramakrishna was absorbed in the idea 
that aqy one religious path to God, or aqy one philosophical structure of 
Reality which excluded all others, was invalid. All religions - that is, 
ever,y'doctrinal religious system and tradition- represents a path to God. 
Likewise philosophically all is to be known as one, There must be realized 
"the union and unity of all the aspects of Reality, of all the transports cf 
love and knowledge, of all forms of humanity,nJ Accordingly Ramakrishna 
never preached aqy one way of approach to Reality which was exclusive of all 
others. His way in the main appeared to be a particular and individual 
Hindu version of the way made manifest in theoretical and experiential ten-
1. Ibid., p. 112. 
-
2. Ibid,, P• )9, 
). ..!E.!!!·· p. 192. 
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a ions betwen at leas'~ the above fou:;· nUJr=izcd pos:!. tio!lll. 
Thus the way of approach to Reality according to Ramakrishna, as it is 
manifested on the l~vel of Dvaita, is c!Ja:acterh:ed by certain spiritual 11:i.Jo. 
For the ordinar.7 aspirant living on the level of Dvaita a dualistic form of 
religion, prescribing a certain amount of materiel support, such as music and 
s.ymbols, is helpful.1 In other word~ to this 3ca1e of thought there is a 
corresponding scale of duties. 
At this point in the thought of Ramakrishna two of the above mentioned 
influences a:-e releva:!'lt. Accordi!l£; to the Tantra philosophy, natural se:u-
sual attractions in n:sn are recognized. L'l this sense it is the effort of 
the aspirant to find muong and through his appetites and desires the presence 
of Reali~. In this context RawAkrisrina advises "Householders,n2 or these 
attempting to carey o:!'l their natural and active lives while finding l>..igher 
knowledge at the same ti!'~e, to er.;plcy certain aids. .Among these are chant·· 
ing of scriptural forms of worship or holy sounds, like Om. (This signifies 
3 the presence of the Braluua.n of the Vcdnnt".) 
Other spirituel aids offered by Rwmkrishna to those aspirants after true 
knowledge whose thought and experience dwells on the level of Dva.ita indicate 
the influences of Vaishnavism on the Hindu saint. In response to a beginner 
as to the wey to perfectly realill!e God, Ramakrishna replies that "Bhakti is 
the one essential thing,n4 Lowr Bhakti is a love of God aided by trcrip-
tures. Ac cording:cy- the three characterizations of worship in lower 3hnkti -
1. Nikli_ilanandll, ~· Qll., P• 39. 
2 • .!1?.!2.. 1 Chapter 4. 
3. ~·• P• 403. 
4. Ibid., P• m. 
tamas, rajac, and s..-1:ttva - incoY'po~:::.:.~ .. ~.; all possible att..itudea and t!:out;i:.:ts 
of the aspirant wl:c }:lves and m::;:>e::"ie:,-.ces :m the level of Dvaita. Undis-
ciplined spiritual C:isciples wllo fail to detach their mind!! from t!le senses 
and from U~eir de;;~,e~, even tl:o::;:;r. t::ej· practice the art of ~lor ship, are 
unaffected b;,· the ne.mir.g of their worship. They display rajastic and tru:Jas-
1 
tic natures. 
But those wl;o practice spi!'itual discipline, which is necessar~, for 
6piritual knowledge, and those wlJc c:.;.ltivate detachment display the attitude 
" of sattva. Sattva het;ets B:Jakti.'· '::1i3 harmony of attitudes and thoughts 
breeds wisdom and zpirltual insigtt and prepares the aspira."lt after true 
lmowledge for elevat:lon cut of the i<;norant level of Dvaita. 
ii. Visishtadvaita - Qualified Non-Dualism 
Along the way of approach to Reality there is an organic progression 
in which the seeker thinks in a certain system of thought and atte!:!pts to 
live in harmony with the substance and meaning of his thought. To the degree 
he succeeds in doing ttis, realit;r is identified with his nature. Ramakrishna 
notes a cont:lnuous progression in :mowledge through the three above mentioned 
schools of thought from the level of ignorance to true knowledge, in which 
knowledge the aspirant realizes his essential identity with the Ultimate 
Reality. The second of the systems referred to by Ramakrishna as being the 
intermediary position in the way of approach to reality is Visishtadvaita 
or Qualified Non-DualiSill. 
In Dvaita or Dualism the knowledge llituation waE: characterized by 
1. ~·, p. 2SO. 
2. ~·• p. 2SS. 
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attachment to the fluctuating sensual aspects L~licit 1n a world wherein 
realit,y is described entire~ in the context of multiplicit,r and relation-
ship. This is ignorance. Amid the rnaey there is no ult:llnate object to which 
the seeker is dedicated, no spiritual principle of meaning within experience. 
In qilalified non-dualism this basic knowledge situation is altered, God-
consciousness, which transcends the idea of world~ duties, becomes the 
basic factor in kn01o1ledge. It is the ultimate principle in thought; the 
highest moment in experience. Reality, so described, is characterized by 
things, lives, and rnirrls, not separated from the supreme spiritual principle, 
but part of this principle as accidental manifestations. 
Immediate~ certain qualifications must be imposed upon the qualified 
non-dualistic level of knowledge, Among these is the place and significance 
of reason. According to Ramakrishna the mind can understand and explain the 
scope of thought and experience up to the Visishtadvaita level and no further.1 
Above this intermediary level of knol1ledge the categories of reason are trans-
cended. Rational judgments in which the subject is always a reference to 
realit,y and in which the object is equal~ a qualification of said realit,y 
are applicable only to this level of knowledge and below, As will be noted 
below higher knowledge cannot be discussed in terms of a subject and object 
distinction. 
Ramakrishna's attitude towards rational analysis is almost one of sheer 
disdain. "There is nothing in mere scholarship,n2 Scholarship in this 
sense is the rational analysis or manipulation of the world of multiplicit,y. 
In this sense ana~sis is in the main carried on in ignorance or Dvaita. 
1. ..!2!!!•• P• 39, 
2. ..!2!!!•• P• 104. 
Sh 
The attitude born of knowledge, at least as it is manifest, on an intermed-
iary level, is expressed by the following, "0 God, Thou art the l'"2.Ster, 
and all these things belong to (and are manifestations of) Thee," l 
In another aspect of his attitude concerning intermediary knowledge 
Ramakrishna speaks of suffering. Suffering in this context is not to be 
considered in its existential or psychological aspects. Suffering is an 
inevitable and natural outcome of inadequate knoWledge, Ranskrishna ex-
presses this with extreme force, All our suffering is due to ignorance -
2 
that is, to a bol:tef in a reality described most accurately in 111Ultiplicity. 
Basic to suffering in multiplicity is the ego or the "I". Qualified non-
dualism is just such because of the qualification of the I, The ego is the 
reason in experience for thought in multiplicity. I causes separation. 
The mind cannot transcend the I simply because in true knowledge the indi-
vidual mind or ego does not exist. 
As in the preceding section a significant aspect of the characterization 
of this level of knowledge is the way in which one is to proceed along the 
~ of approach to a higher level of knowledge, Here as before the religious 
and philosophic tensions between the schools of thought which were of major 
influence on Ramakrishna are relevant. Much :l.mportance at this level is 
placed upon the ~ according to the Vedanta. 
The essence of the Vedanta is that Brahman alone is real and that the 
3 
world in all its various forms is illusory, Now the ~ one differentiates 
between Brahman and all other forms of existence is by a process of rational 
1. ~·· p. 10$. 
2. ~., P• 149• 
J. Ibid., p. $44. 
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discrimination. This is Jnana which signifies a process of reasoning and 
discrimination by which the Ultilt!ltc Reality is both conceived and experienced. 1 
On the one hand is Brahman; on the other is acy other particular form of 
existence. The eternal rational question is the followingr is there acy 
real existence outside the existence of Brahman? On the level of knowledge 
manifest in Visiahtadvaita this rational question is valid; above it is not. 
Although Rs-1'.akrishna was profou;ldly influenced. by the Vedanta, and al-
though he experien-::,:d ·~he full effects of its philosoph;r in his life there 
are, at least on th~.s level of knowledge, certain aspects of his thinking 
which a strict Vedantist would hesitate to admit. This tension is focused 
in the concept of love or yearning. 
tanee to the yearning of the seeker 
Discrimination is 
2 
after God. 
secondary in impor-
As h.tas been noted above BhaE.ti was a significant and important aspect 
of the "¥.aster's" teaching. It is in Bhakti that yearning is to be under-
stood.3 Without the intense love of God known in Bhakti the yearning for 
God is a .meaningless delusion. But another fact indicates the significance 
of Bhakti over that of Jnana or rational discrimination. Bhakti does not 
have to undergo a change in kind b order that it become the Ultimate Real-
ity itself. This is one of the most ir.>.portant tenets of Vaishnavism as noted 
ab-ove. The highest experience, according to this school of thought, is 
prema. In other words pure Bhakti is an end in itself. Jr.ana on the other 
hand is a mes.m to an end. Jnana signifies the wa;y according to which the 
1. ~·- p. 1036. 
2. ~., p. 636. 
tJ 3. ~., P• 638. 
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Vedantist gains his experience of identity with Brahman, In that experience 
Jnana is by definition tranBcended. In this way would Ramakrishna signify 
the level of knowledge in Visishtadvaita as the highest realm of knowledge 
in which the subject and object distinction is relevant, On a higher level 
aueh a distinction is non-applicable. 
iii. Advaita - Absolute Non-Dualism 
Along the way of approach the seeker after the Ultimate Reality has 
progressed in a two-fold manner. According to a certain system of thought 
and a certain pattern of experience he has possessed a certain level of 
knowledge. Ignorance was manifest in the conception of an ultimate multi-
plicity in the nature of things, and in the characterization of experience 
according to sensual type attachments. On a higher intermediary level of 
knowledge the presence of reality became manifested in and through sensual 
phenomena, and experience on its highest level, according to this system of 
thought, found its fulfillment in the transcending of reason and the incor-
poration of prema. 
Now the end of the way of approach is imminent. The sign of this end 
is perfect knowledge in which the Ultimate Reality and its manifestations in 
1 the world of phenomena are equally real. Multiplicity and relationship, 
which on the level of ignorance served as a fitting description of reality, 
now are reduced to differences and relations in form only. In essence every-
thing is spirit, and all is One. 
As there is a sign of the end of the way, so is there a sign of Perfect 
Knowled,ue. Multiplicity is empty; reason has been transcended in pure 
Bhakti. All phenomena that once appeared in certain senses to he real has 
1. Ibid.' p. 39. 
been lost. 
·,'l 
There 111 a s:l.gn of Perfect Knowledge. Man beccmes 
silent when It is e.tta111Eld. Then the I, which 111117 
be likei'IEld to the salt doll, :melts in the Ocean or 
Existence-Knowledge-Bliss-Absolute and becomes one 
with :Jt. Not the slightc!lt trnca of distinction 18 
left .... 
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'l'his is a statement of the eseence or Advnita. Although the formulation 
or the statement as it has been expressed by Ramakrishna is brief and complete 
in itself there are at least two considerations which follow the abo'le. The 
tirst of these is the explanation of Perfect Knowledge. the seconi 1s the 
application of the statement to the various schools of thought which inf'lu-
enced Ramakrishna, and in the context or which he instructed his disciples. 
The explanation will be considered first. 
In the life and thought of Ramakrishna one condition of his experience 
was tremendously significant to himself and equally as innuential to those 
disciples who considered him their }\aster. This condition is known as 
2 
samadbi. In the temple garden at Dakshineswar where Ramakrishna worshipped 
God, meditated on the essence and meaning of reality, and gave even his life 
to his disciples and devtJtees, samadhi was a not infrequent occurrence. Car-
t&6.nly it cannot be denied that the utteranoea of Ramakrishna were of profound 
impol'tance to his disciples. But the example of nmadh1 on the part of the 
!Iuter lllllllt have left the meat forcible and aignif'ioe.nt impression on their 
mi.nds. Samadhi was ths llvi~ testimorv of' the Talidity of the Master's 
teachings. 
In the Tariationa of the meanings of' this term there also lies the 
1. ~., P• 148. 
2. Ibid., P• 6)9• 
substance of the explanation of Advaita. Gener~ samadbi refers to reli-
1 
gious experience, It 1:~ eync:'y1nN'.'l 'dth e~etasy, trance, or direct co=-
nion vith God. But imr1ediately certain qUc~li.ficntioll3 are releTant in th8 
significanc8 and me~~ng of thin co~dition of e~erience. 
According to Ranakrishna there are four types of l181118dhi, the explica-
tion of which types are at once an abstract of the positioiUJ of Dvaita, 
Via!shtadvaita, and Advaita, and a.."! explanation cf Advaita. Just as these 
positions represent a comprehensive theory of knowledge which is a ~ of 
approach to reality, so do the vario~s kinds of samadhi represent a progres-
sion to an experience in the Mntext of Advaita. 
In order that samadhi be experienced a certain degree of ill~~tion 
1n spiritual knowledge is necessary. In this context samadhi is out of har-
mon;y vith the experience of the seeker who dwells in Jhraita or the level of 
dualiam or ignorance. But as God-consciousness is attained and as the wcrld 
of phenomena becomes a sensual manifestation of this consciousness there is 
the opportunity for iimnediate cont.act vith reality of the ultimate principle 
described in this intermedia..ry sts.ge of knowletl.ge. Such a contact is kn.'lW!l 
2 
as ehetana samadhi. In thie experience there is collll!IUnion with GodJ how-
ever, I-consoiousness 1s retained a..ryd the seeker ie aware of relationship -
that is, relationship between his ego and God and the phenomenal wcrld. 
On a higher plane of experience the presence of reality is more firm, 
) 
and God-consciousness attains to a higher degree of reality 1n sthita sa.'lllldhi. 
Because true knowledge has not as yet been realized, and because experience 
1. Ibid., p. 1044. 
2. Ibid., p. 10)3. 
). ~., P• 476. 
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is still valid ~~th1n the context of the subject and object distinction a 
1 third kind of samadhi, that called savikalpa, is experienced. !-conscious-
nees and God-consciousness are still separate. 
It is only in the highest kind of.samadhi, that called nirvikalpa, 
2 
that this distinction is annihilated. In this experience all traces of dua-
liem, which existed on lower planes of knowledge, are transcended. Advaita 
is attained. "The mind completely takes the form of Reality,n3 This is 
total absorption in which nothing exists as real except Satchidananda or the 
Ultimate Reality, 
This experience known in the condition of Advaita finds harmony in car-
tain of the systems which were of significance for the thought and experi-
ence of Ramakrishna. Outstanding &.'!long these is the Vedanta, in which system 
the Ultimate Reality is described in precisely the same terms as Advaita-
that is, Absolute Non-Dualism, Only Brahman exists as real. Brahman is to 
be realized only in such an experience of absorption as is described by 
nirvikalpa samadhi. That this is necessary is justified by the fact that 
unless absorption were manifest 
could not be Brahman.4 
separateness would still exist and Brahman 
< 
Within the Vedanta system a certain doctrine is here to be introduced 
which will give further clarity to. the absorption experience, This is the 
Atman. According to Vedanta philosophy the Atman is the Brahman; that is, 
5 
within the existence of Brahman there is a "Supreme Soul" or "Self". 
l. ~·· p. 1030. 
2. Ibid., p. 1024. 
-
3. Ibid., P• 639. 
-
4. ~·· P• 476. 
5. ~·• P• 1030. 
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Along the w~ of approach, which way is a process of discrimination or jnar~, 
the seeker after the absorption experience reaches the point in experience 
at which his individual self is identified with the Atman, Because the 
Atman is the Brahman a "supreme identity" is realized. This is the signifi-
canoe of the experience of nirvikalpa samadhi; this is the meaning of Advaita 
according to the Vedanta. 
The experience of Advai ta also finds interesting connections vi th the 
philosophy of the Tantra, which as noted above was also a profound influence 
on the Master in this as well as in the other aspects of his thought. Theo-
retica~ the essence of Reality, Consciousness, is identical with all aspects 
of creation which displsy aey degree of consciousness in their natures. In 
order that pure Consciousness, or Chit, be realized, the aspirant after 
1 
Reality proceeds along the pathw~ of Yoga, According to this ~ of approach 
all lower aspects of creation, symbolized most perfectly qy the Mother Kali, 
must be transcended and the unity of Siva and Sakti must be realized in the 
experience of him who would attain to Pure Knowledge, 2 This is the meaning 
of Yoga, which in effect is a means of realizing unity in and through sepa-
rateness} 
It is primarily at this point in the progression to higher forms of 
knowledge that the Tantra and Vedanta philosophies become mutually interde-
pendent and influential in the thought and experience of Ramakrishna. It 
was through the spiritual presence of the Mother Kali that the force of Rea-
lity was aymbolized. It was through the destruction of Kali that the totality 
1. .!2!!!•• p. 20. 
2. Ibid., P• 330. 
J, ~., P• 1048. 
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of the Being of reality was realized in the experience of the absorntion cf 
the Atman and the Brahman into an absolute non-dualism. But finally it was 
again in the Tantra that Ramakrishna turned to realize the identification of 
Reality as passive, Siva, and Reality as active or creative, Sakti. Thia 
identity adds a final qualification to the meaning of Advaita. The way and 
the end are One. Absolutely no separation remains. 
3. The Supreme Identity 
From the level of ignorance through an intermediary stage of knowledge 
to true knowledge, which is called Advaita or Absolute Non-Dualism, there 
has been a continual progression. At first separateness vas manifest as 
reality was appropriately described entirely within the constant change 
which characterizes multiplicity and relationship. Subject and object were 
distinct in the knowledge situation. As the pattern of experience and the 
content of thought more closely approximated God-consciousness, in the con-
text of which multiplicity and relationship gained their meaning, an inter-
mediary stage of knowledge was attained. Actually thought and experience 
were themselves gaining a closer harmony; in effect they were progressing 
towards their eventual identification in the life of the aepirant who ade-
quately prepared himself for even higher forms of knowledge. Reason and its 
categories found the limit of its applicability, as God-consciousness became, 
in effect, the totality of subject, object, and the necet~ary knowledge gap 
between them. The end is attained in Advai ta or Absolute Non-Dualism. This 
experience is known in the total absorption of all elements of knowledge and 
experience which were once distinguished by separateness. In a word this 
state of experience is to be characterized by the Supreme Identity. 
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Certain qualifications are immediately required in the explanation of 
the BupremEt Identity, Ra:nakrishna, like maey other saintly religious figures 
in aey of the various historical religious traditions, never produced a sys-
tematic metaphysical statement of his position, He spoke only of knowledge 
and experienceJ he knew that in the final analysis these were to be absolutely 
identified with one another, and his life was a testimoey to this belief. 
Knowledge for him was the way the seeker would approach Realit.YJ experience 
vu the mediwn through which Reality would most appropriately be expressed 
by him who had found an exalted level of knowledge. But apart from his 
instruction of the way in which he naturally attempted description of the 
end of that way, he never offered an explanation of the total structure of 
the real or of the nature of its Being. 
The Supreme Identity, however, is a name not cut of harmoey with the 
implications of Ramakrishna's thought as it has been considered in the two 
preceding sections, In fact it is not inaccurate to state that the end of 
the way is in effect the Supreme Identity, Thus the Suprame Identity finds 
its meaning in Advaita in which condition of experience all that was once 
separate in existence is now one in experience, The 111&1\f have become the One 
in Ultimate Reality which is an absolutely unqualified monism. 
The documentation for this metaphysical statement, which follow from 
the above theory of knowledge according to Ramakrishna, is once again to be 
found in those systems and currents of thought which were of such a meaning-
ful influence on Ramakrishna. Perhaps most directly relevant at this point 
in the argument is a restatement of the Ramakrishna missiona that Reality 
is to be realized inl;uni ty, in all its varic>us aspects and manifestations 
as unqualifiedly OneJ that all the "transports of love" and the forms of 
6) 
knowledge and traditions of man, whether they be in the form of historical 
and doctrinal religious traditions o• philosophical~ oriented schools of 
thought, be viewed as various and equal ways to identically the same end -
the realization of the One Eternal, Innnutable, Ultimate Reality, and the 
absolute identification of all forms of existence with It, 
In terms of the Tantra this would be according to a process of Yoga 
to a realization of Chit or Oonscimusness, According to Vaishnaviem this 
absolute Oneness is in the context of prema or complete love. And final~ 
the Vedanta would designate this absolute identification of all aspects of 
Reality as the supreme identity of the Atman with Brahman, in which identity 
Reality is Existence-Knowledge-Bliss-Absolute, 
CHAPTER IV 
WHAT IS M!STICISM? 
~sticism, at least as it haa been considered in the light of St. John 
of the Cross and Rlllll&krishna, cannot entirely be explained according to the 
disciplines and methods of reason. Nor can it be entirely comprehended accord-
ing to the same manner. ~sticism refers to an ineffable and individual 
experience in which the experiencer is identified or is in a state in which 
he believes himself to be identified to a certain extent with the Divine. 
That the Divine exists is not a major issue within ~stical philosophy. It 
is assumed that creatures are capable of experiencing qualities of entities 
other than themselves. SUch experience is by definition limited in accord-
ance with the limitations of the experiencing agent. Now there must be an 
ultimate quality or entity, a reality, in the light of which all relative 
and limited experience gains its meaning. Without the movement of such ulti-
mate reality within the realm of limited and definable experience the latter 
has no reference outside of itself. In this context the Ultimate Reality is 
the Divine. It is the end of the ~stic quest. It is inexplicable simply 
because explanation rests on the coordination of limited and definable terms 
to which the Divine as such has no qualitative reference. 
Before further discussion of ~sticism is attempted a basic distinction 
must be drawn: that is between ~sticism as an experience of the Jey"Stic 
and ~sticism as the attempt on the part of another to understand that exper-
ience. The former is the ineffable experience itself as realized by the 
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experiencer; the latter is the interpretation and systematization given to 
that experience. This attempt to understand the ~stical experience of ano-
ther is broadly known as the philosophy of 11\YSticism. The philosophy of 
11\YSticism is a growing field of inquiry which has as its foundation the body 
of ~stical reports which have bean formulated throughout the centuries. Aqy 
discussion of the philosophy of ~sticism cannot attempt to be founded in 
~stical experiences themselves. Rather its data are the statements of the 
~sties, and its end is a clear s,ystematization and interpretation of these 
~st.ic reports. 
It must be understood at the outset of this investigation that this 
chapter does not presume to formulate the philosophy of ~sticism in all its 
various aspects and implications. Hove~r, it is hoped that these consider-
ations on the nature of 11\YSticism, at least as it is exemplified in St. John 
of the Cross and Ramakrishna and in part in the two religious traditions frcm 
which they emerged, may contribute to the philosophy of ~sticism. In this 
sense this investigation is a study of the philosophy of ~sticism. In more 
concise terminology there is attempted in the final chapter of this thesis 
the formulation of a philosophy of ~sticism. 
The entire field of the philosophy of ~sticism and also this study 
within the philosophy of ~sticism has a single but two-fold dedication. It 
is considered that the attempt to interpret and to systematize the ~stic 
experience,has contributory value to the entire field of philosophic thought. 
Basic even to this is the dedication to the belief that if the reports of the 
~sties be taken seriously, and if these reports be considered in aqy sense 
to be true as an indication of the nature of reality then increased philoso-
phic understanding of the nature of these experiences can be of great influence 
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on human moral behavior and spiritual understanding. 
1. Epistemic Structure 
i. Theory of Organic Participation 
It has been suggested above that the philosophic basis of 11\YBticism is to be 
contained within experience. In its broadest scope experience refers to the 
response of a~ conscious creature to the whole complex of qualities and things 
or to a~ particular part of this broad complex. Now the framework for such 
experience, and the structure for this consideration of 11\YSticism is outlined 
in two entities and defined and developed in their mutual relation and eventual 
possible identification. These t110 entities and their relationship determine 
the scope and extent of the 11\YBtical epistemology in this study of the philoso-
phy of 11\YSticism; they are the experiencer (a~ conscious aspect of creation) 
and the Divine (that which is at least the totality of consciousness). One 
fundamental difference appears to separate these two terms: the experiencer, 
on the one hand, is subject to the limitations which accord with its nature 
as creature; the Divine, by definition, knows no possible limitation. 
This difference gives rise to an epistemology which will stand as the 
theory of knowledge in this study of the philosophy of 11\VSticism. It can be 
designated as the theory of organic participation. Below it will be noted 
that this theory of knowledge will be particularly relevant in the context of 
11\YSticism as it is exemplified in St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna. 
This theory of knowledge is not unlike philosophic considerations of 
knowledge as they have appeared in certain forms throughout the history of 
philosophy. In its traditional historic form epistemology has been based on 
various conceptions of the realit,r of the subject-object relationship. In 
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this context major questions have been concerned with the nature of the sub-
ject and the nature of the object. Basic to the entire field are the funda-
mentally important questions of the problem of the relation between subject 
and object and the problem of the framework in which this relationship is to 
be considered. 
In regard to the theory of organic participation in this study of the 
philosophy of ~sticism the subject is the experiencer and the object is the 
Divine. At the outset this epistemic relation is based on the evident gap 
between subject and object. The subject, the experiencer or the seeker after 
the Divine, is not aware of the full effects that the Divine could possiblT 
demonstrate in his experience; the object on the other hand is at least full 
actualization or awareness of all meaning and reality. 
This framework for the theory of organic participation can be briefzy 
but succinctlT illustrated by reference to the condition of the seeker at 
the beginnings of the ways of approach according to both St. John of the Cross 
and Ramakrishna. st. John graphicallT described the beginning of the w~q as 
one in which the experiencer was conscious onlT of the absence of God, in 
that case the fullT desired object of his experience.1 Ramakrishna likewise 
2 
is precise in his characterization of the beginnings of the Wf¥¥· According 
to him this condition of experience is characterized by ignorance or the 
separation of the object of knowledge, Reality, from the subject, the exper-
iencer. 
From these beginnings St. John and Ramakrishna both discussed the prog-
ression from lower to higher forms of knowledge, from separation between the 
f"' 1. Saint John of the Cross, .QE_. ill_., Vol. I, p. Jl. 
2. Rolland, .QE_. ill_., P• 190. 
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seeker and that which was sought to union in one case and absorption in the 
other. In both the aspirants after true knowledge sought to participate to 
a higher degree in the nature or essence of the end of the ~ - that is, he 
attempted to attain to a higher degree of closeness with that which was sought. 
The process and the stages according to which this was accomplished in both 
cases exemplifies and outlines the theory of organic participation. 
This theory is to be considered as a development of the ~stical theory 
of knowledge in this study of the philosophy of ~sticism. The development 
takes the form of progressively more intense organic participation of the 
subject in the reality of the object, the end of which is a theoretical~ 
conceivable enlightenment - that is, the realization of the absolute identity 
of the two entities in the epistemic relation. This theory of knowledge is 
outlined in a dualistic relationship of the two epistemic terms. However, 
as the end of organic participation of subject in object is manifest in an 
absolute identity of the two terms, tha theory is committed to a complete 
epistemic monism. Knower and known, where once considered separate and Jllll.-
tual~ intact, now are complete~ united. Knowledge no longer is at issue. 
The theory of organic participation is consummated in the full and final 
~stic experience. It is on this plane of experience that the nature of 
reality is realized in enlightenment. From this there can follow only a 
~stical report, which in whatever form presented, embodies metaphysical con-
clusions derived from the completion of the knowledge process or organic par-
ticipation. 
The reality of an absolute identity of subject and object in this theory 
of organic participation is one of the main points of argument between the 
Christian, St. John of the Cross, and the Hindu, Ramakrishna. Extensive 
qualification in the light of each of the chapters on these two religious 
figures will appear below in the partic:ular sectioiil! of the discussion of 
the wq in which this point is rele"Yant - that is, in the stages of union 
and absorption. 
This section has been an abstract of the major contention of this thesis -
that ~sticism, at least as it is represented in the Christian, St. John of 
the Cross and in the Hindu, Ramakrishna, is in the main to be understood as 
a matter of knowledge. In this knowledge situation the knower and the known 
seek to realize their unity, of a certain limited character, or their abso-
lute identification in consciousness. Coiil!ciousness in this sense is the 
theoretical or spiritual basis for the ~stic experience; as such it is the 
basis for the framework in which the theory of organic participation is to 
be considered. Likewise does consciousness proTide the foundation for the 
development and fulfillment of the vq, no matter in what manner the end of 
this ~ is realized. 
2. The Wtq of Approach 
The wa::r of approach in this stud7 of the philosophy of ~sticism has 
been analyzed as an epistemic framework into which are fit various stages in 
the organic participation of the subject in the object. That a wa::r of 
approach is necessary in ~sticism is a point which needs no lengthy argument. 
At the starting point in both St. John and Ramakrishna the existence of God 
or reality was e'Yident. Also evident was the lack of God's presence in the 
experience of the seeker on the one hand and ignorance of the nature of 
Reality on the other. In both there was no feeling or idea that God or 
Reality could not be brought into the experience of him who would attain to 
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a higher degree of closeness to God or a mare adequate knowledge of Reality. 
Out of this experiential situation comes an implied need for a specified or-
ganic progression within experience in which the subject, the experiencer, 
can realize a certain designated level of identification with the object, the 
Divine. Such an organic progression is found in the way of approach, 
As the consideration of the way of approach proceeds a pronounced rhythm 
and alternation of knowledge of the Divine will become manifest. Many are 
the ways of expressing this alternation. None perhaps bear so effectively on 
~stical epistemology as does the distinction between the positive and nega-
tive divine. It is an aspect of this thesis that both of these conceptions 
of the Divine are requisite for the attainment of the end of the way of ap-
proach. Both these aspects of the DiTine will be considered in more detail 
below. But here at the outset, their fundamental distinction can be noted. 
The positive divine affirms the activity and dynamism of the Ultimate Real-
ity, in effect its creative aspect, In this sense the Divine is Being. 
In opposition to this the negative divine indicates an inactive unchangeable 
essence. As in the Vedanta, "not this, not this" is its method. Here the 
most accurate characterization of the Divine is non-being.1 Each of these 
characterizations when taken as the totality is the ruination of the other. 
Both, when considered in their mntual complementation, constitute a basic 
indication of the Divine which is an indispensible aspect of the w~ of ap-
preach. 
i. Conversion 
In this study of the philosop~ of ~sticism the beginning of the way 
1. W. T. Stace, Time and Eternity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1952), p. $0. 
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of approach is known as conversion. Conversion in this sense is a conscious 
experiential condition known throughout a great deal of world reljgious and 
~stical literature. In accordance with the theory of organic participation 
as stated above, conversion is an experiential state marking a stage of know-
ledge. It is the point of experience !rOll! which the seeker begins his journey 
along the way of approach. This point of conversion in both St. John and 
Ramakrishna has been noted and illustrated in the preceding section. 
l Conversion in general is marked by discovery - that is the claim by 
2 
the ~stic that a conscious "sense of reality• is part of his experience. 
In the thinking and experience of the ~stic there is a knowledge of reality 
on a higher level than that knowledge of the phenomenal world received through 
the senses or through inferences from sense data. By the attainment of this 
consciousness of reali~ the experiencer is thereby converted to the "reality 
3 
of the unseen," 
Every conscious experiencer converted in this sense is a ~stic. Be-
cause this 0 sense of reality" known in conversion becomes part of the convert• s 
experience he has at least made certain progress along the way of approach, 
This progress is manifest in knowledge which is the distinguishing character-~ 
istic of all ~sties. Knowledge is attained by progress along the way, This 
is the criterion by which all ~sties, no matter how far they have proceeded 
along the wa;y, may be characterized, 
As noted above, conversion, at least in this study of the philosophy of 
l. Paul Elmer More, The Catholic Faith (Princeton: Princeton Universi~ 
Press, 1931), p. 208. 
2. 
J, 
William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New York: The 
Modern Library, 1929), p. 58. 
~·· p. 53. 
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mysticism, is the first stage of the mystic wa:y of approach. Two distinct 
aspects of this first stage are discernible. First, there comes a con-
viction that there is an unseen spiritual realm which gives significance 
to the phenomenal world. The discovery of this order is the basis of all 
religions, as conscious beings seek rest and meaning in a realm which con-
stitutes their spiritual goal and their moral guide. Such is st. Paul's 
reference when he says, "We look not at the things which are seen, for the 
things which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are 
eternal. "1 
The second aspect of conversion is found "in the expression of the innate 
tendency of the human spirit towards complete harmony with the transcendental 
order."2 This tendency dominates the whole consciousness. It is of basic 
importance in ethical systems which identify the Good and then declare that 
the good life for man lies in the extent to which he dedicates and patterns 
his life after this good. Also this tendency is the root of the mystic quest, 
because it initiates a process, the mystic wa:y, which finds its ideal culmi-
nation in the union in which the mystic consciousness is absorbed into the 
Divine. 
So described, conversion is the first stage in the mystical way of 
knowing. The knowledge gained is intuitive; it is opposed in nature of know-
ledge of an analytical type. The converted man finds himself immersed to a 
certain extent in the unseen spiritual realm. He finds his life becoming 
dedicated and patterned after the requirements which the spiritual life de-
1. More,~. Cit., p. 211. 
2. Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism (London: Methuen & Co., Ltd., 1952), 
P• xiv. 
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mands. He is caught by the love of the Absolute; his aim and purpose be-
come the spiritual and experiential union, no matter how the condition of 
union ~ be described, with this Absolute. 
ii. Purgation 
Purgation is the next stage along the ~stic path. It consists essen-
tially of two definite actions: the cleansing of the self that is to advance 
towards ~stic union, and the elimination of all illusion, evil, and impar-
l faction which stand between the ~stic and complete goodness. 
Purgation il'IVolves liuffering. Now suffering in this sense has a two-
fold consequence. In the first place suffering is an inevitable condition 
of the subject in the ~stical epistemology. The subject is the experiencer 
who seeks identification with the Divine, and yet who suffers because of the 
limitations of his nature which manifest his separation from the object of 
his quest - the Divine. In this sense suffering is metaphysical. Yet in a 
second sense which is an aspect of the first, suffering may be construed as 
psychological. Within the mystic w~ of approach, as it is exemplified by 
religious ~sties, it becomes the basis of a formula for religious experience -
that the more intense the personal denial the greater the understanding and 
illumination which inevitabzy follows such denial. To deny oneself is to 
bear suffering; to suffer as a result of personal denial, at least as suf-
fering is manifested in St. John of the Cross, is to be spiritualzy illumi-
nated. 
It is interesting to note at this point the place of suffering in the 
pattern of the wa:y according to both st. John and Ramakrishna. In the sense 
1. Ibid., p. 204. 
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in which sufferir~ is designated as metaphysical it is in harmc~ with this 
aspect of the purgative life according to Ramakrishna. In the condition of 
experience known as Dvaita or Dualism ignorance is manifest and suffering is 
real. The seeker after true knowledge of Reality suffers because his nature 
is limited by his ignorance. Because there is a separation in his experience 
between all aspects of reality - that is, because reality is framed entirely 
in the fluctuation of multiplicity and relationship - the seeker is separated 
from the object of his quest - that.· is, true knowledge of the identification 
of all aspects of reality into an absolutely unqualified monism. 
On the other hand suffering in another sense is designated as psycholo-
gical. In other words it becomes the pattern of progress along the wa;y of 
approach that the more one suffers by dying to his own nature as creature 
the more he simulates that which by definition is beyond creaturehood, namely 
God cr reality. This represents an apt description of suffering according 
to st. John of the Cross. The wa;y is the wa;y of ago11,y. Suffering is mani-
fest and real along the way from its very beginning through the active and 
passive nights of the sense and spirit. It is only in the experience of 
union, according to St. John, that this suffering is relieved - that is, 
until the seeker gains rest and fulfillment in the object of his quest or 
God, suffering is a basic aspect of his experience. 
The result of purgation is illumination. Yet before the mrstic· gains 
this illumined vision he must be cleansed. In most cases this purging of 
the self has taken form in the act of .mortification. Yrortification can be 
divided into constituent parts. These are chastity, obedience, and poverty.1 
1. James, .QE_. Cit., p; 304. 
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These represent illuminative aspects along',the ley"Stic w~zy which are most 
relevant in the context of iey"Sticism according to the Roman Catholic Church, 
out of which tradition came the ley"stical thought of St. John of the Cross. 
However, it m~zy be validly stated that these important aspects of the illumi-
native life are not out of harmony with th€ mystic wey of approach according 
to other traditions including that which produced Ramakrishna. 
In the thought of Ramakrishna chastity, obedience, and poverty are sig-
nificant aspects of the illuminative condition of the ~ey"stic experience. To 
be chaste is to be pure of soul. Speaking generally, the 11\YStic in this sense 
cleanses his soul of all desires but that for God, Ramakrishna uses the s,ym-
bol of •woman" to signify the condition of m~zya in the spirit of man. YJtzya 
breeds desires and impurity of soul. The rr;eans of cleansing and the way to 
chastit,y is one of mental discipline or Yoga, Woman is no longer to be viewed 
in the context of sensuality. Woman now becomes an indispensible aspect of 
Realit,y as formulated by the Tantra, "All women are the embodiments of 
SaktL It is the Primal Power (the creative aspect of Reality) that has 
l 
become women and appears to us in the form of women." 
This discipline of mind required for the attainment of chastity is in 
reality obedience. Obedience is morti:rication of the will. The result of 
this usually is perfected in a sense of "holy indifference" to life in the 
phenomenal world. Ramakrishna never advocated such strict austerities of 
body and mind as those required by st. John of the Cross. Yet an aspirant 
after Perfect Knowledge could never attain his end, according to Ramakrishna, 
unless he engaged in strict measures of discipline. "The mind must withdraw 
1. Nikhilananda, 2£• ill·, p. 336. 
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totally from all objects of form, taste, smell, touch, and sound, Only thus 
1 
does it become pure," 
The end of obedience is poverty which is a complete material and spiri-
tual detachment from this life and especially from all its material luxuries.2 
The spiritual condition of poverty is known in the thought of Ramakrishna. 
The emphasis, however, is not focused on loss of man's self in spiritual 
poverty as stated by st. John, but in gain o:t' Bhakti. "Bhakti, love of God, 
is the essence of all spiritual discipline.'.J The way of agoey differs from 
the way of realization. But at least on the illuminative stage in the way 
of 11pproach the differences in emphasis cannot cloud the oneness of end -
that is the attainment to a high degree of the presence of God in the mind 
of the 11\YStic, 
This is purgation. In it the 11\YStic makes another advance in the 11\YS-
tical wq of knowing, Mortification is concrete and practical. Through 
the active practice of chastity, obedience, and poverty the 11\YStic is intro-
duced into the illuminative wisdom of the spiritual life. As a process of 
practical education mortification directs the 11\YStic towards a kind of spir-
itual vitality and efficiency. This is the demand of spiritual denial. This 
is the prerequisite of spiritual illumination, 
iii. Illumination 
Through conversion the 11\YBtic has become reborn into the spiritual life; 
through purgation he has cleansed himself. The result of this organic process 
1. Ibid., p. 350. 
2. Underhill, .Q.E.• .£!!:.., p. 218. 
3, Nikhilananda, .2£• Cit., p.l2J. 
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at least as it becomes a working aspect of the way of approach according to 
the theory of organic participation is illumination. Illumination is enlight-
enment. It is a new intensity of spiritual awareness in which the mystic 
1 has become adjusted to new standards of understanding, conduct, and thought. 
In illumination there is the first real establishment of the mystic 
2 life. Through an active and concretely realistic educational process, as 
discussed above in the sections on conversion and purgation, the mystic has 
prepared himself to receive enlightenment. With this new awareness his active 
life and expression now find harmony with his intensely new intuitive insight. 
Often the mystic thinks he has achieved his spiritual quest at this stage. 
But, as mystical literature shows, more intense agony, denial, and total sur-
render to God must precede the mystic rest in the Absolute. 
The illumined consciousness is manifested in two forms. First, there 
is a direct "sense of the Presence of God. rr3 This awareness of God's presence 
is not an analogy or metaphor. It is the claim of the mystic of a direct 
confrontation of God and man in experience. It can only be differentiated 
from the union of the mystic and the Absolute in the sense that the individ-
uality of the mystic "remains separate and intact • .,4 
Secondly, the illumined consciousness is manifested in an enlightened 
view of the phenomenal world. This is usually a sacramental vision of the 
universe. Most commonly it takes form in "the discovery of the Perfect One 
1. Underhill, ~· Cit., p. 234. 
2. Ibid.' p. 238. 
3. ~·· P• 241. 
4. Ibid., p. 246. 
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l 
self-revealed in the Macy." The 11\Y"Stic is inspired by the fullness of life 
and spiritual opportunity. He is inspired by the need to reach out to all 
that is in the world with the message of his inspiration. In all the world 
the 11\Y"Stic finds the spirit of God as the mwsterious One pervading all exist-
ing things. 
Within the field of literature there can be found abundant illustrations 
of this enlightened view of the phenomenal world. Such is the meaning of 
"Flower in the Crannied Wall" by Alfred Lord Tenqyson. 
Flower in the crannied wall, 
I pluck you out of the crannies, 
I hold you there, root in all, in mw hand; 
Little flower - but if I could understand 
lfuat you are, root and all, and a1:2 in all, 
I should know what God and man is. 
Clearly the poet is here inspired by the manifestation of God's presence in 
the world. For Tenqyson as well as for mystics in whom this kind of sacra-
mental vision is real the all-pervading Absolute is the meaning and explana-
tion of all things, lives, and minds. 
For both St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna this sacramental vision 
of the universe and of its creatures was a real part of their mwstic exper-
iences. st. John was compelled by some force to spend most of his life 
actively searching out those to whom he could impart teachings on the mwsti-
cal approach to God. For him the Perfect One (God) was self-revealed in all 
God's creaturas. In their natures was the capacity to achieve the condition 
of union with God. 
l. Ibid., p. 254. 
2. Alfred Lord Tenqyson, Complete Poems_. (Oxford University Press, 1949), 
p. 233. 
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St. John did not dwell at length on this illuminative stage in the 
~stical approach to God. God's presence in the phenomenal world was known 
in "spiritual betrothal", yet this condition was itself secondary in importance 
to the dark night which was to follow. For Ramakrishna this was also the 
case. Visishtadvaita or Qualified Non-Dualism is only an illuminative stage 
in the progress of the ~stic to Pure Knowledge or Advaita. Yet in the 
illuminative state God-consciousness was manifest. In a certain sense the 
poet Teneyson might very well have been writing in the context of Ramakrishna 
when he wrote the lines quoted above. The flower is one of the many aspects 
of creaturehood which exist as partial manifestations of the Perfect One. 
God-consciousness is evident as in this expressed love of nature. And a hint 
of the end is clear. Complete understanding of any one aspect of creation 
would in reality be Perfect Knowledge of both creator and created. All would 
be One as in Advaita. 
(1) Recollection 
In the ~stical ~ of knowing there is a series of stages between 
illumination and the dark night which are among the most important aspects 
in all of ~sticism. The first of these is recollection. Recollection is 
a state of experience into which the ~stic enters with a single purpose.1 
In the state of illumination the ~stic has tasted the first treats of the 
~stic life. Now there enters into his heart that longing for the Absolute 
which carries him further towards complete union. It is in such a wey that 
the ~stic enters the state of recollection. 
2 Introversion is the beginning of recollection. This is a voluntary 
l. Underhill, .QE.. Q.!i., p. 314. 
2. Ibid., P• 31). 
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and purposeful undertaking. It is an act of concentration in which the 
1 
self is focused on one point. This point is the meeting in experience of 
the seeker and that which is sought, at least as this is manifested to a cer-
tain degree of reality on the level of illumination. For each ~stic out of 
each particular tradition this point, the object of the process of recollec-
tion, is of a particular nature and degree of intensity. For St. John of 
the Christian tradition the point of recollection on the illuminative level, 
described as spiritual betrothal, is to be considered in the framework of 
darkness - that is, the reality of the active and passive nights of the 
sense and spirit. For Ramakrishna the point of recollection is in an inter-
mediary stage of knowledge in which the aspiraht focuses himeelf on the way 
of approach to true knowledge, however that w~ ~ be described according 
to various religious and philosophical influences on the Hindu religious 
figure. 
One characteristic of the ~stic still present in the state of recollec-
tion is the separateness of the personality from the Ultimate Reality. The 
2 
object of recollection is distinct from the self. The intellect has not 
fully given w~ to the intuitive powers of ~stical perception. Indifference 
is not complete as the ~stic still feels attachments to life in the pheno-
menal world. 
Recollection brings quiet. This is a preparatory stage to pure con-
templation. Quiet is mainly a matter of' the mind and the will. Analytic 
thought is transcended in the calm of ~stical perceptions; voluntary action 
is ceased as the individualitf of the ~stic begins to lose its separateness 
1. Ibid., P• 49. 
2. Ibid., P• 315. 
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into the oneness of the Ultimate Reality. 
(2) Contemplation 
As a result of recollection the mfStic is elevated into a new and intense 
plane of 11\VStical knowledge. The consciousness has been more completely de-
veloped, and the vitalit,y and efficiency of the 11\VStic life is in more com-
plete harmony with the intuitive inspiration of the 11\VStic experience. In 
the highest forms of contemplation the personal faculties of the 11\VStic are 
more closely bound in union. In such a sense, thought, love, and will are 
1 fused in a harmonious 11\VStical perception. 
As the 11\VStic advances in his elevation to new states of knowledge he 
conceives of reality from the point of view of one of two opposite theories. 
Contemplation varies in character depending on whether the 11\VStic adheres to 
the theory of transcendence or that of immanence. 
In the contemplation of transcendence the 11\Vstic is lost in his own 
unworthiness in the face of the ineffable magnitude of the Absolute. 2 Those 
who practice the contemplation of transcendence describe the Godhead mainly 
in negative terms. Thus there is the origin of such descriptions of God as 
3 . 
"The Great Nothing." The Absolute is incomprehensible; therefore, the only 
description is no description at all. This conception is not confined to 
any one system of religious thought. It is found in Christianity in some of 
the 11\V&tical utterings of Meister Eckhart. In Buddhism Nirvana cannot be 
4 described except in such terms as "blias unspeakable." 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
~-· p. 239. 
~., P• 337. 
Stace, ~.~., p. 28. 
Rudolph Otto, The Idea of the Ho].y, trans by John W. Harvey (New York: 
Oxford University Preas, 19S8), p. 35. 
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There is also the contemplation of the immanence. Contemplation of 
this t,rpe begins in a kind of supreme friendship between the ~stic initiate 
1 
and the Absolute. In the final analysis this contemplation is perfected 
in the loosing of the bonds of ignorance and illusion so that the self rea-
lizes its oneness with all that is supremely real. Both this theory and that 
stated in the above paragraph will receive more direct analysis below. At 
that point the theories will represent significant aspects of the ~stical 
reports of both St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna. 
One of the mcst illlportant elements in the experience of contemplation 
is surrender. Surrender involves the most intense types of self-denial. This 
2 
form of contemplation has been called the "Orison of Union." The Orison 
is a kind of ecstatic pr~er; in this pr~er the ~stic is intensely aware 
of his closeness with the Absolute. There is a suspension of normal con-
sciousness ss the ~stic is caught in an inspired trance. Various results 
often occur from such an experience as this. Generally they are character-
ized by an enhanced life, new vitalit,r, and a supreme spiritual sensitivity. 
(3) Ecstasy 
This state of ~stical knowledge is the final decisive aspect of spiri-
tual illumination which precedes the spiritual depths of the dark night. 
The entire personality is influenced and powerfully affected by the ecstatic 
trance.3 
Physically the ~stic is subdued almost as if in an unconscious state. 
1. Underhill, .QE.• Cit., P• 243. 
2. 12!s!·· p. 256. 
J, Ibid., P• 358. 
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In ~ areas of the orient this state is discovered through the disciplines 
of yoga, It is to be noted that the physical condition is not direct~ impor-
tant, except as it becomes the slightest hindrance in the way of spiritual 
inspiration. 
In this exalted state of ~stical knowledge the ~stic is existing in 
a form of "complete mono-ideism,n1 This experiential condition is manifest 
in the process of recollection carried forth to its logical conclusion. It 
is a psychological state in which one idea dominates the entire conscious-
ness. Such is an exalted form of contemplation in which the whole being of 
the mystic is directed only towards that Oneness which is the realit,r of the 
Absolute. 
This final state of enhanced contemplation brings as its result an 
exalted act of spiritual perception. At its highest point this spiritual 
enlightenment gives to the ~stic the conviction that he at least knows the 
Reali t,r which is the supreme spiritual nature of the great unity. 2 Here is 
the crucial point, for if the mystic has actual~ succeeded in gaining per-
fection, indifference, and unity then union with the Absolute is his experi-
ence. Yet if the ~stic still honors his separateness he is doomed to suf-
fer the dark night. 
i v. The Dark Night of the Soul 
This aspect of the way of approach as it is manifested in the Christian 
mystical tradition is almost whol~ inspired by the writings of St. John of 
the Cross. In Chapter II the "dark night• according to St, John was dis-
l. ~·· p. 271. 
2. Ibid., p. 363. 
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cussed at length. But an interesting question is here raised. Is this ex-
perience peculiar to the Christian tradition from which st. John emerged? 
Conversely stated the question would read as follows: in any other tradi-
tion as it is exemplified by any other mystic how is the experience of the 
dark night relevant? First the dark night of the soul will be analyzed 
generally. Following this the above question will be asked, particularly in 
the context of Ramakrishna. 
Generally speaking the dark night of the soul is a period of intense 
blankness and stagnation of knowledge which follows the ecstatic visions of 
illumination and which precedes the bliss of the unitive life. It is diffi-
cult to place this mystic state in the pattern of the various stages of mys-
tical knowledge, because in this: state the mystic knows nothing positive. 
Gone is the illuminative vision of the Absolute, In its place the would-be 
mystic knows only the inadequacy of this former illuminative state and the 
blankness of despair and wretchedness. The Absolute is absent; the self is 
1 
weak and imperfect. 
The dark night is the forerunner of the unitive life, It is the sorting 
house of the mystics; many never 
2 
the soul. But for those who do 
transcend this state of spiritual agony of 
there is a blissful settlement of their 
3 
spiritual struggles. Usually it is realized later that the spiritual tor-
ture of the dark night is the result of the self trying to gain the total 
union with the Godhead. The self must realize that it does nothing positive 
itself, If it is to attain to union it must be silent and actionless. That 
1, Ibid., P• 287, 
2. Ibid., P• 383. 
3· Ibid., P• 409, 
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which brings it into unity with the Absolute is the mutual force of spiri-
tual love which exists between the mystic and the Godhead. Thus the self 
must totally de~ itself in the force of this unifYing love. 
Is the experience of the dark night of the soul relevant in the way 
of approach according to Ramakrishna? At the outset it is to be asserted 
that the dark night as such does not occupy a focal point in the thought of 
Ramakrishna as it does in the thought of St. John of the Cross. But this is 
not to say that the seeker along the way of approach according to Ramakrishna 
does not experience intense blankness and stagnation of spirit as described 
in the above general characterization of the dark night. 
Perhaps this can be exemplified most clear.ly by reference to experience 
which according to the Vedanta, is brought about by the method of jnana or 
discrimination. In the fulfillment of this method in the experience of the 
seeker there is no positive knowledge or illuminative experiential content. 
In this sense the mystic knows only the inadequacy of former states of know-
ledge. Blankness and despair, frames of mini known in the dark night, are 
likely to follow. Often this feeling watch acCOllJ>anies such a stark lack of 
knowledge is expressed in terms of yoga, Yoga designates the union of the 
1tman with the Brahman and the method of discipline according to which this 
union is realized,l This discipline as noted above has reference to both the 
Tantra and Vedanta philosophies. It is that aspect of experience according 
to which the dark night is manifest. 
According to the general characterization of the dark night its place 
and function within the wrzy of approach are made more clear. The desolations 
1. Swami Nikhilananda, The Bhagavad Gita, trans Nikhilananda (New York: 
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Center, 1952), p. 382. 
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of the dark night are in reality the doing away of separateness and annihi-
lation of the self. As a state of knowledge, the dark night is preparatory 
to the total state of unitive oneness in which the knower and the known are 
one. 
The process of transition between the dark night and the state of union 
is usually a slow one. It is manifested in the gradual rebirth of spiritual 
consciousness, until in the state of union the self has completely realized 
its unit,y with the Absolute. As an illustration of this fact St. John of 
the Cross has articulated the image of ten stairs. These represent ten spir-
itual stages between the dark night and union in which the soul gradually 
knows its unity with the Godhead. The most subtle and important stage in 
this image is the meaning of the tenth stair. Ascending to the final stair 
the soul, says St. John, passes out of the body to be assimilated into God 
in a beatific vision. By passing out of the body the soul goes for·th from 
all things in the phenomenal world. Its only knowledge is of the essence of 
God; its oncy state of existence is an exalted and enhanced mystical unity 
1 
with the Godhead. 
v. Union 
Along the way of approach the constant goal has been higher knowledge 
of the Divine. Such knowledge has demanded open and transforming partici-
pation of the knower in the known, to the end that the former might realize 
its identification with the latter in the unity of consciousness. 
Now the very goal which is songht and known from the first stage of 
the way has been blackened and obliterated. Doubts and limitations consti-
tute a "cloud of unknowing." From within the blackened confinements of the 
1. More, .Q.E... ill•, p. 271. 
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ego which tries vainly to burst from its own self-contained nature, there 
comes a response which defies explanation yet which stands as a basic re-
quirement for those who would attain tc the final goal. This response is 
1 
acceptance marked by the peculiar relaxation of the strivings of the self. 
Its significance is lllllllifest in the loss of separateness between the cons-
cious experiencer and his object - the Divine. At least as a matter of ac-
tive strivings out of the conscious ego the knower and the known are one. 
Such a phenomenon has peculiar significance to ~stical experiences espec-
ially as they are noted in various higher religions. This is an expressed 
unity manifest in religious literature, One of the most precise examples 
of this can be found in Christianity, where Jesus, the Christ, states, " I 
and~ Father are one. 112 
Such expressions indicate union, or the end of the ~stic quest. The 
result of this achievement is a transformation of the personali~, a sub-
stitution of the Divine for the strivings of the conscious ego. Many are 
the ways of expressing this epistemic phenomenon in the lives of conscious 
beings. If it be asked how one might test such an exalted state of knowledge 
there would be a tl~ee-fold reply. First, there is a marked pre-occupation 
in the interests of the Divine as over and against the cox~cicus self, no 
matter whether this be expressed in terms of self-realization or selfless-
ness, and regardless of whatever mode the Divine is apprehended by the self. 
Secondly, there is a conscious knowledge of the sharing of motivation and 
authority with the Divine. This results in a sense of freedom, invulnerable 
serenity, and usually inspires to consciousr£SS untiring creativity. 
l. Underhill, .2:12.· Cit., p. 416. 
2. The Gospel According to St. John, 10:30, 
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Thirdly, such knowledge is manifest in outward communication of spirituality 
l 
and instruction to other conscious selves. 
But immediately an important qualification may be drawn. What is the 
nature of the union which is being described? Does the tulitive life as indi-
cated above mean the absolute identification of any conscious self with the 
Divine? Is such union to be compared with that postulated in the One of 
Plotinus or in the identification of the Brahrrtan-Atman of the Vedanta~ 
Among many religious ~sties answers to the above questions have been 
articulated. Christian 11\YStics notably answer in the negative. In this 
sense consider a statement by Ruysbroek: 
But when I say that we are one with God, the statement 
must be understood of love and not of essence or 
nature; for the essence of God is uncreated whereas 
ours is created. Bet-ween God and the c!!eature the 
difference essentially is immeasurable. 
It is at this point that certain qualifications need to be made con-
cerning the end of the way of approach in the theory of organic participation. 
In a former section the end of the way was characterized by a theoretically 
conceivable enlighterm~nt, in which the experiencer realizes his identit,r 
with the Divine, which is at least total experience. But in this discussion 
of Ullion, as it is specifically considered in the context of the Christian 
tradition, it is noted that the Gnd, union, is not to be characterized in 
the above manner. This suggests either one of two possibilities. Either 
the former characterization is inadequate, or union as it is characterized 
in Christian terms as notably expressed by Ruysbroek is net the finaJ. end of 
1. Underhill, 2£. £!1., p. 416. 
2. More, 2£• Cit., p. 251. 
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the w~ of approach. 
Further explication can be presented in this debate in the terms of 
St. John of the Cross. In Chapter IV considerable analysis of the nature 
of union according to the Spanish saint was undertaken. At that point a 
distinction was drawn which will be helpful here. Union was characterized 
as a union of wills in love and not specifically as an essential union or 
identity between the seeker after God and that which is sought. Since St. 
John characterized the mystic consciousness as possessing three basic aspects, 
namely understanding, memory, and will, it is fair to conclude that a union 
of wills is not in the final analysis an essential union. Under such condi-
tions absolute identity is not possible. 
It will also be useful at this point to recall a distinction drawn even 
prior to the discussion of the ~ of approach. This distinction, between 
the positive and negative divine, will serve to further clarifY the present 
position. For in the above statement by Ruysbroek and in the qualifications 
made about union by st. John of the Cross more emphasis is given to the pos-
itive than the negative divine. God is characterized by positive attributes 
which are not in harmocy with the nature of God's creatures. This accounts 
for the "immeasurable difference" between God and his creature s, as stated 
by Ruysbroek, and for certain aspects of the mystic report as formulated 
out of implications implicit in st. John's discussion of the ~ of. approach. 
Among these is the fact that God exists in a transcendent relation to all 
that is less than God. 
As a direct result of these positive characterizations of God known in 
union, there is the reality of love, in the context of which union is manifest. 
The love of God, according to St. John,has been a positive force of attraction 
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which has made the mystic's progress along the way of approach a reality. 
Now that there has been a union of wills in love there is a love identical 
to that of the divine which springs forth in the enlightened mystics into 
positive creativity and instruction into the nature of the way and its end. 
This activity in love affirms one of the basic aspects of the characteriza-
tion of God according to the positive divine - that is, His dynamic or crea-
tive aspect. 
It would be interesting to here note what Ramakrishna would say about 
this aspect of the mystical way of approach to Reality. Union in love known 
along the via positiva is a positive aspect of his thought. This is the 
meaning of Bhakti as the central ter111 in Vaishnavism which so profoundly 
influenced the Hindu saint. Repeatedly "the Master" told his devotees that 
yearning or love of God is the one essential thing in the attainment of the 
end of the way of approach to Reality. 1 As such it is a positive force of 
attraction which has made the aspirant's progress along the way of approach 
real. 
But to admit this is in no sense parallel to the admission that union 
of wills in love is the final end of the way of approach. Besides union of 
wills in love which indicates the positive way, there is also discrimination 
which according to the Vedanta indicates the via negativa. A disciple asks: 
"How can one realize God?" The Master answers: "By directing your love to 
Him and constantly reasoning that God is real and and the world illusory. 112 
vi. Absorption 
Presuppositions which validate only the positive divine are not neces-
1. Nikhilananda, ~· .£.!:\?•• p. 497. 
2. Ibid., p. 220. 
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sarily the entire story of mysticism as exponents of Christianity would have 
us believe. In the organic theory of participation along the way of approach 
there remains a final stage, which from the outset stood as the theoretically 
conceivable outcome. This stage, absorption, is one in which the knower 
realizes complete identity in the known in the unity of consciousness. 1 The 
result is a supra-essential metaphysical unity, a reabsorption of the indi-
vidual conscious ego into that which must at least be total consciousness -
the Divine. 
The method of realization is along the "via negativa" - that is, in an 
inquiry which can only result in absolute denial. In defiance and utter 
silence of analytical reasoning the method proceeds with negative statements 
concerning the Divine: "It is not this," "It is not this."2 At this stage 
in consciousness, marked by an unspeakable and ineffable experience, there 
is no trace of any duality. "All ordinary states of knowledge imply a dual-
ity of knower and that which is known;"3 Yet in this state of enlightenment 
ordinary knowledge has been transcended into the realization of a Supreme 
' 
Identity in which subject and object have become absolutely identical. 
This state of experience was discussed in Chapter III in the context 
of the way of approach according to Ramakrishna. Absorption of the seeker 
into that which is sought was designated as the final end and meaning of the 
mystic way. In contrast to the discussion of the Christian characterization 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Raynor C. Johnson, The !mprisoned Splendour (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1953), p. 301. 
S. N, Dasgupta, Hindu ~sticism (Chicago, London: The Open Court Pub-
lishing Co., 1927), p.~. 
~·· pp. 38-39. 
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of the end, as expressed by Ruysbroek and st. John, this represents an essen-
tial union in which all aspects of the conscious self are annihilated in 
the experience of being totally absorbed into the nature of Ultimate Real-
ity. 
Thus absorption, which was from the beginning of the discussion of the 
way a theoretically conceivable end, represents the contribution of Hindu 
mysticism, at least as it is exemplified in Ramakrishna, to the entire field 
of the philsophy of mysticism. It also pinpoints a basic argument between 
the mystical traditions of both Christianity and Hinduism as they are repre-
sented in the two designated religious thinkers. In this theory of organic 
participation manifest along the way df approach, union of wills in love is 
not and cannot be the final end of the mystic experience, Stated in more 
precise terms Christian mystical union with God, at least as this is re-
presented in St. John of the Cross, is not essential union. No Christian 
mystic adhering to this concept of union can ever achieve the full and final 
mystic experience. It has been demonstrated that at least in regard to mys-
ticism according to Ramakrishna the further stage of absorption manifest at 
the end of the way of approach is real, 
So stated, absorption is the supreme identity of the seeker with the 
sought. Mysticism, conceived at the outset in terms of an epistemic relation 
in which the knower is initiated in an intense movement or organic parti-
cipation into the known, has reached its end in this state of absorption in 
which that which was theoretically possible in the hour of conversion is 
actual in the experience of total consciousness. 
For a conscious being to attain to such a state all his faculties must 
be brought to bear and guided along the way of approach. 
And when through control of desires, meditation,aand 
the like, one comes face to face with this highest 
reality of Brahman, he is lost in it like rivers in 
the sea; nothing remains of him which he can feel as 
a separate individual, but he becomes one with Brah-
man. This is known by the seer through his heart, 
when his senses have ceased to move and when his thought · 
and intellect have come to a dead halt.l 
3. The Report 
i. The Inevitability of a Mystic Report 
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Within consciousness an entire transformation has taken place. The 
experiencer along the way of approach has undergone a series of progressively 
intensifying alterations to that point where in a Supreme Identity has been 
realized with the framework and meaning of all experience, total consciousness, 
the Divine. 
Now such an experience when known must be reported. Because the entire 
conscious being of the experiencer has been qualitatively transformed, that 
being can do none other than to live in his transformation. And any expres-
sion or outward example of life or thought must be a manifestation of its 
effects and its promise. 
When turning to these mystic reports an initial characteristic on the 
part of many mystics is easily discernible. The report need not be a meta-
physical statement of any particular emphasis or structure. Indeed it has 
become clear in the analysis of the way of approach, as it is exemplified in 
both St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna, that the total mystical experi-
ence must transcend any analytically constituted systematic statement. The 
cosmological structure of reality need not be manifest in the total experience 
1. Ibid., p. 57. 
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and/or report of the ~stic. Knowledge here is not a point at issue. The 
gap between the subject and object in the ~stical epistemology in this study 
of the philosophy of ~sticism has been annihilated. In this sense the iden-
tit,r of the knower and the known in the unity of consciousness is manifest. 
The Supreme Identity has been realized in the consummation of the total 
~stic experience. The effects of this experience constitute its report, 
and in effect the metaphysical ccnclusions derived from the attairunent of 
Knowledge along the wey. 
Now there are various senses in which the ~stic report ~ be consi-
dered, and these considerations ~ be in turn taken to represent criteria 
by which the validity of the ~stic experience ~ be tested. Basic to all 
conscious reports on the part of the ~stic is the very example of his life 
after his experience has produced its effects. Various magical or psychical 
doctrines postulate far-reaching powers on the part of the individual mind, 
but it is peculiar to such experiences that the individual returns to nor-
mal consciousness after the magic or psychic spell is at its end. In dis-
tinction to this, the valid ~stical experience results in an exalted know-
1 
ledge and enhanced moral anc spiritual perception. The test which deter-
mines this difference is the psychological test. 
Secondly, the ~stic report is manifest in the effect of the ~stic on 
others, both through teachings in his contemporary period and through his 
writings or reputation as they are preserved in history. To be sure such 
influence of the ~stic on others need not be manifest in aqy systematic 
construction, yet some direct personal influence from ~stic as teacher to 
disciple or follower appears necessary. .As examples of this both Jesus, 
1. Underhill, .QE.• ill•, p. 157. 
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the Christ, and Buddha declined to formulate metaphysical statements, yet 
they both chose a small band o~ followers to inspire with their experience 
and thought. In this sense the criterion of judgment determining the valid-
it.y of the ~stic report is the historical test. In other words history 
asks the question of the validity of the, ~stical experience. Below will 
be formulated the doctrine of withdrawal and return. Suffice it here to 
state that after the full force of the experience has been felt in the life 
of the ~stic he must return into society. The question then stands, how 
does his experience effect the lives of those around him, and how, if aqy, 
does this influence alter the course of history? This is the substance of 
the historical test. 
Subordinate to the above are the institutional developments which have 
grown out of the influence of the ~stic on the follower. This aspect of the 
~stic report, tested by both historical and institutional facts and move-
ments, appears to be in constant fluctuation with the fourth aspect of the 
~stic report, or the interpretation and systematization which others attach 
to the ~stic and his experience. ·The body of interpretation has come to be 
known as the philosophy of ~sticism; its criterion is the critical test, 
As stated above this thesis as a whole attempts to make some contribution 
to the field of the philosophy of ~sticism. As such it represents certain 
ideas which are applied in a critical manner to the subject matter at hand. 
When the ~stical experience, as it is manifested in St. John of the Cress 
or Ramakrishna, or in aqy other ~stic, is so analyzed and interpreted it 
is in effect undergoing the critical test. 
ii. The Doctrine of Withdrawal and Return 
As documentary evidence of the fact of the inevitability of a report by 
the mwstic after the attainment of his experience there appears the doctrine 
of withdrawal and return. Indeed, this experiential phenomenon is well-
known and often quoted under the title given above as well as under certain 
1 parallel classifications. Yet whatever its label it stands as a significant 
aspect of mwsticism, being a kind of bridge :from the way of approach to the 
report (of whatever kind chosen by the experiencer) as given by the mwstic. 
In essence this doctrine can be simply stated in its two natural parts. 
Prior, both logicall;r and chronologicall;r, is the withdrawal, which allows 
the experiencer opportunity to realize powers latent within himself which 
might have remained dormant within normal social obligations. In this sense 
the withdrawal can be focused into the image of a Mohammed in the desert 
wherein a "transfiguration in solitude" occurs.2 
Immediately the qualification of direction and purpose becomes manifest. 
Because this experience carries the experiencer outside of himself it seems 
natural, and in the case of the report inevitable, that this experience in 
some ~ be communicated to others. Thus in essence is already stated the 
doctrine of the return - or the manifestation and report of this experience 
on the part of the experiencer to the social world. 
No more appropriate example of this two-fold doctrine can be cited than 
that of the a~egory of the cave in Plato's Republic. In this case men of 
ordinary knowledge stand with their backs to the opening of the cave looking 
at the reflections of the light as a shadow against the wall, The prisoner, 
1. William Ernest Hocking, The .Meani of God in Human erience (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1912 • Professor Hocking analyzes this 
same experiential phenomenon under the title of the Law of Alternation, 
2. Arnold J. Toynbee, A study of Hbtory,(New York and London: Oxford 
University Press, 1946), Somervell Ab1·idgement, p. 217. 
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suddenly released, faces the naked light and is enlightened into the nature 
of the good; then he returns into the darkness of the cave seemingly to 
1 instruct others on the nature of the way to that reality. 
With great clarity this example of the doctrine of withdrawal and return 
manifests the paradoxical framework in which the mystic report is contained, 
On the one hand, when the experiencer has been enlightened into the nature 
of reality "the best thing for him to do is to remain outside the cave and 
2 
live there happy ever after." On the other hand something, whether this 
be called selflessness or self-realization, compels the mystic to return 
seemingly with the intent to communicate his exalted state of knowledge. 
Thus stated is the doctrine of withdrawal and return, The entire phe-
nomenon is an indication of the complexity and comprehensiveness of the full 
content and meaning of the mystic experience and of the necessity of a mystic 
report. 
iii. The Report as Determined by the Way 
According to this thesis the most important aspect of mysticism at least 
as it is exemplified in St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna is the way of 
approach. In the main the way is a matter of know1edge in which the experi-
encer (the subject in the knowledge situation) progresses along the way in 
an effort to gain true knowledge in a final and experientially possible 
identification with the Divine (the qbject), It is not to be deduced from 
this that mysticism is entirely epistemic in character. The end and final 
1. The Republic of Plato, trans. Francis MacDonald Cornford (New York: 
OXford University Press, 1945), p. 227. 
2. ~·· p. 227. 
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meaning of the mrstical experience is found in a realization of the Supreme 
Identity which exists in Reality between subject and object. The resulting 
knowledge has transcended that which under ordinary circumstances must be 
defined according to the duality of the two epistemic terms. In ether words 
metaphysical knowledge is manifest in the Supreme Identity. There has been 
an experience of the Ultimate Reality, and the metaphysical statement result-
ing from such an experience is given in terms of the report which as demons-
trated above must follow from the experience. This report is to be contained 
within the paradoxical framework of the doctrine of withdrawal and return. 
One final aspect of this thesis remains to be stated. It follows as 
a natural result of what has preceded, and serves to introduce that which 
is to follow this outline of the nature of nwsticism. If nwsticism be con-
tained within the theory of organic participation, and if the nwstical report 
is an inevitable outcome of the experience which culminates in enlightenment, 
the end and final meaning of the way of approach within this theory, then it 
follows that the report is to be determined by the nature of the experience 
along the w1J¥. 
Now within the body of mrstical reports which have been formulated 
throughout the ages, interpretative and s,ystematic efforts have focused 
attention on two characterizations of the w~ which have accordingly resulted 
in the construction of two theories of reality. Stated in their essential 
form these two theories outline two alternative characterizations for the 
mrstic report as well as serving to summarize them as they have been exem-
plified in the reports of both St. John of the Cross and Ramakrishna. 
(1) The W~ of Agony - The Theory of Emanations 
For the nwstic who progresses along the way of approach towards essential 
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union with the Divine there must be certain characterizations of the way which 
when considered in the fullness of experience constitute a theory of the na-
ture of the Divine. So it is with one progressing along the way of agony. 
The Absolute is utter transcendence, wrapped in a cloud of unknowing, and 
completely changeless in character. It is in darkness and separation which 
predominate over any opposing mode of knowledge along the way that the mystic 
conceives of the Divine as utterly transcendent. God in this case is "Infi-
nite Being," the existence of which excludes the possibility of the existence 
of any other being by the very fact of its infinite nature. In this sense 
God and Reality are synonymous. As there cccnnot be more than one God, neither 
can there be more than one Reality. Also the way of agony is so designated 
because the seeker after the end of the way must silence all that is not God. 
Thus again God and Reality are One; both represent the one supreme spiritual 
principle of meaning. God as Reality manifests an active or creative as-
pect according to which an outflowing of Spirit to all that is less than God 
is real. These outflowings of God's spirit are conceived as emanations from 
God into the created realms of spirit and sense. Conversely there is an in-
flowing of this force of God into the seeker after God. This manifests it-
self in knowledge, according to which the seeker progresses along the way 
of approach to the experience of'union. This experience is known in the 
"utter transmutation of the self into the Divine. 111 
The above is an abstract of the way of agony which when fulfilled in 
the experience of union and reported implies the theory of emanations. Both 
are stated in the context of St. John of the Cross. 
(2) The Way of Realization - The Supreme Identity 
From a point of view of major opposition to the way of agony as it 
1. Underhill, Op. Cit., p. 415. 
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leads into the theory of emanations, accordingly as these are formulated in 
tte context of St. John of the Cross, is the way of reaHzation which leads 
into the Supreme Identity. This second characterization of the way and the 
end of tte way is in reality a brief abstract of the position taken by 
Ramakrishna. Not only does it point up certain differences between tte Hindu 
religious figure and St. Jolm of the Cross, but it also emphasizes certain 
other differences in the traditions from which tbey emerged. Basic among 
these is the relation between tee subject and object in the mystical know-
ledge situation as it has been characterized in the theory of organic par-
ticipation. According to St. John of the Cross the seeker after the exper-
ience of union with God is not and never can be essentially one with the 
object of his quest. 
But accord:!ng to the way of realization as it is formulated by Rama-
krishna the seeker after true knowledge is in essence at one with the 
Ultimate Reality - the object of his search. The separation of seeker and 
sought is merely a matter of ignorance. The way to a realization of tr.is 
Supreme Identity is according to various stages of knowledge, the highest of 
which is an absolute unqualified monism in which all aspects of Reality are 
One. 
CHAPTER V 
CON::LUSIONS 
1. Although the life of St. John of the cross was decidedly active in char-
acter, the activity had practically no relevance to contemporary n;ove-
ments of a political or social nature. Activity was, according to St. 
John, included in contemplation; both were to be directed towards the 
experience of God and the instruction to others in the sarr~. 
2. The way of approach designated as the wa;y of agony is so called because 
of the separation between the ~stic consciousness and God in the awak-
ening to the wa;y • 
3. Because the beginning of the wa;y is characterized by the absence of God, 
because God is conceived as far away, a transcendence theory is implicit 
at this point in the thought cf St. John. 
4. The darkness of the dark night is a matter of knowledge. So charac-
terized it is spiritual ignorance. 
6. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
Union, conceived as the end of the way of approach according to St. 
John, is a union of wills in love, and not an essential union. A dual-
ism in knowledge remains as both the soul and God remain essentially 
separate and intact. 
In St. John the nature of the ~stic report is deterrrined by the char-
acter of the way tt the nzy-stic experience of union. 
It is implied in the language of St. John that God, as "Infinite Being", 
is synonymous with Reality. 
According to St. John the inflowing of the spirit of God into the soul 
of the seeker after tu1ion with God is in reality the outpourings of a 
transcendent God. These are called emanations. They flow into the 
realms of spirit and sense respectively. 
Knowledge according to St. John is conceived in terms of transformation, 
in which the subject, the seeker, is transformed in the face cf the 
object, God. Knowledge is manifest in the yearning of the whole of 
creation for God, 
Ramakrishna's thought and experience remain almost entirely within the 
framework of native Indian thought and experience. 
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11. Although Ramakrishna was profoundly influenced by several religio-
philosophic schools he did not at aPY point in his life adhere to any 
one exclusively. His individual thought was rather a particular com-
bination of many positions formulated according to his own thinking 
and experience. 
12. For Ramakrishna thought and experience are basically identical. 
13. The way according to Ramakrishna is in the form of three complementary 
systems of thought which represent a progression in knowledge from the 
level of ignorance to True Knowledge. 
14. In Perfect Knowledge rational judgments in which subject and object 
are distinct have been transcended. 
15. The end of the way of approach to Reality is the realization of the 
Supreme Identity, according to which Reality is unqualifiedly One. 
16. Mysticism is the ineffable and individual experience of the mystic. 
It is differentiated from the philosophy of mysticism which attempts 
to interpret and systematize that experience. 
17. In the main mysticism is a matter of knowledge. The knowledge situation 
is manifest in the relationship between the subject, the experiencer, 
and the object, the Divine. The development in this theory of organic 
participation is considered in terms of the participation of the sub-
ject in the nature of the object. The theoretically conceivable end 
is the union of the two episternic entities into a metaphysical Supreme 
Identity. 
lB. The way of approach is characterized by a rhythm and alternation of 
knowledge and illumination. 
19. Although the dark night of the soul as such is not part of the mystic 
approach to reality according to Ramakrishna similar states of mind are 
relevant in the Hindu saint's discussion. 
20. A major point of contrast between the thought of St. Jolm of the Cross 
and Ramakrishna is the nature of the end of the way. According to St. 
John it is union of wills in love; according to Ramakrishna it is 
absorption of the seeker into the Ultimate Reality. 
21. After the full mystic experience a mystic report follows inevitably. 
Ttis report need not be of any designated character. It must face cer-
tain tests. Among these are the psychological, the historical, and the 
critical tests. 
22. In the report it is evident that the entire mystic experience is to be 
contained within the framework of withdrawal and return. 
23. The character of the report is determined by the nature of the way. 
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CHAPTER VII 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis is an investigation into the nature of mysticism as it is 
represented in the sixteenth century Spanish Christian mystic, st. John of 
the Cross, and the nineteenth century Hindu mystic, Ramakrishna. In the 
problematic development of the thesis St. John was considered first. The 
order of consideration was an investigation into the nature of the way of 
approach to the full mystic experience, followed by a discussion of the the-
ory of reality derived from the examination of the way. The consideration 
of Ramakrishna followed that of St. John. Finally mysticism as such was 
analyzed and illustrated according to the two above named mystics. The 
method in the final two chapters was the same. 
The way according to St. John is the way of agony. God is separate from 
the soul of man. Yet God is discovered, and the way to God is manifest. This 
way is conceived in terms of the active and passive nights of the sense and 
spirit. The seeker purges his soul and spirit of sensual attraction. He 
gains pleasure in nothing save God. In the passive night of the spirit, he 
waits in detachment for the "inflowing of the spirit of God into the soul." 
This is known in union which is the goal of the way. It is characterized as 
a union of wills in love. 
St. John's report of the experience of union is his theory of reality. 
Accordingly God and Reality are synonymous. God is "Infinite Being." As 
transcendent God is incomprehensible to any aspect of creation. God flows 
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out to creation, to the realms of spirit and sense respectively. These out-
pourings are conceived as emanations. The yearning of the souls of creatures 
for union with God is knowledge, which is manifest in the transformation of 
the soul along the wey of approach. 
Various schools of Hindu thought profoundly influenced Ramakrishna. 
Among these were the Tantra, Vaishnavism, Vedanta, and the influence of the 
builders of unity in nineteenth century Hindu India. Out of this final in-
fluence came the Ramakrishna mission according to which Reality is to be 
realized in its Unity, in all its aspects and manifestations as unqualifiedly 
One, 
The wq to this realization is found in the complementary relationship 
of three systems of thought. These represent a progression of knowledge. 
The first, Dvaita, represents the level of ignorance, Ultimate Reality is 
categorically separated from things, lives and minds which are entirely con-
tained in the fluctuating context of multiplicity and relationship. On an 
interreediary level of knowledge, that designated by Visishtadvaita, things, 
lives, and minds are accidental manifestations of Reality. In Advaita true 
knowledge is realized. At this point the Suprenre Identity of all aspects 
of Reality is attained. 
~sticism is a matter of knowledge. The knowledge situation, which is 
based on conscious experience, is described by the theory of organic parti-
cipation according to which the subject (the experiencer) participates in 
the nature of the object (the Divine) along certain stages. The theoretical-
ly conceivable end of this participation is the absorption of the subject in 
the nature of the object. The two epistemic terms are united into a nreta-
physical Supreme Identity, 
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The subject begins its participation in conversion. It is continued in 
purgation, illumination, and the dark night of the soul. The next stage, 
union of wills in love, is the end of the w~ according to St. JohQ. Absorp-
tion is the end of the way according to Ramakrishn&. 
After the full experience a ~stic report inevitab~ follows. This 
report is tested according to psychologic~ historical, and critical methods. 
The entire ~stic w~ is contained in the paradoxical framework of withdrawal 
and return. The character of the report of the ~stic experience is deter-
mined by the nature of the w~. 
